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Abstract
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks have become prevalent recently, thanks in lai'ge part to the 
publicity surrounding file-shai'ing networks, but P2P is evolving to encompass a wide- 
ranging set of applications. For many of these, a resource discovery mechanism is an 
essential basic service, but the properties of P2P networks make provision of this a non­
trivial task. Solutions proposed have included central indexes, flooding and message 
forwarding, but the most promising appears to be the use of Distributed Hash Tables 
(DHTs).
DHTs have been used to provide data lookup within logaiithmic message costs whilst 
only requiring maintenance of limited amounts of routing state. One of the most widely 
Imown DHTs is Chord, which provides lookup in typically 0(log n) hops across the 
network, where n is the number of nodes in the structure.
Understanding that this message cost is proportional to the network size, our contribution 
is ROME (Reactive Overlay Monitoring and Expansion), a set of processes which run on 
top of the Chord DHT to provide control over network size. Every node acts as an 
autonomous agent in order to react to node underload and overload events, trying to 
maximise capacity utilisation and only increase the size of the ring when existing capacity 
is inadequate.
Through simulation and calculation we show ROME can reduce the hop counts in 
networks where available node capacity exceeds workload, closely converging with that 
of Chord where capacity and workload become equal.
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1 Introduction
In recent years Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks have grown seemingly exponentially in 
popularity and utilisation. Originally used to support music file-sharing networks in the 
1990s, their deployed application areas have expanded into areas such as distributed 
processing and instant messaging.
With many media reports of increased piracy [20] (according to the Motion Picture 
Association of America one file-sharing server recently shut down by Belgian and Swiss 
police indexed 170 million pirated files [48]), free-for-all access to illegal materials [7] 
and promises of finding answers to previously incomputable problems emerging as a 
result of them [1,8], P2P networks have become a hot topic not only of interest to the 
scientific community, but to a wider audience too. Of course, not all coverage has been 
accurate, but P2P has nonetheless attracted much attention.
As an emerging technology, there are many opportunities for research work that will 
provide real benefits for the future of P2P networks. In this work we look at the area of 
resource discovery. Since large collections of resources are distributed throughout such 
networks, searching and discovering the whereabouts of them becomes a vital function.
1.1 Background
Traditionally, networks were based on client/server architectures (Figure 1). Client 
workstations would be connected to a central server which would handle all requests. In 
this environment, resources (for example files or databases) are held on the server, so 
client-to-client communication is rare or non-existent.
Figure 1 : Client/server architecture
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Client/server architectures allow for requests for resources to be resolved efficiently. 
Each client is directly connected to the server which means, as it is the central resource 
repository, a single hop over the network is all that is required to send a request.
On the other hand, having a central server leads to a single point-of-failure. Whilst 
communication is still possible if one of the clients fails, if the server is removed from the 
network then none of the machines are able to access resources.
Largely due to the success of the World Wide Web, we often view the Internet as a 
client/server environment. Clients connect via web browsers to web servers that return 
content in response to requests. However, the original ARPANET was conceived to 
share computing resources throughout the United States. Machines were connected as 
equal peers. As the Internet grew it took on a client/server-like architecture. Recently 
though, the trend has begun to reverse as a new breed of peer-to-peer network has 
emerged [46].
Pure peer-to-peer architectures (Figure 2) tend toward the opposite of client/server 
architectures. There are no central servers. Instead, machines (often referred to as nodes) 
are directly connected to several others and have the potential to act as both clients and 
servers. Resources are typically hosted on nodes at the edge of the network, rather than at 
the centre.
Figure 2: Pure Peer-to-Peer architecture
A pure P2P architecture is more robust than a client/server architecture because the need 
for a central server, and thus the single point-of-failure, is removed, although this comes 
at a cost. Resources are spread throughout the network so it is no longer guaranteed that a 
requestor will be directly connected to a provider, meaning it may take several hops over 
the network to find the required resource.
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Figure 3: Hybrid Peer-to-Peer architecture
In practice, it is rare for a network to have a pure P2P architecture. Many are hybrids 
(Figure 3) positioned in-between pure P2P and client/server. Not all nodes in hybrid P2P 
architectures have equal standing within the network like in pure P2P. Some nodes take 
on additional responsibilities, becoming group managers or routers, which leads to more 
organisation within the network. Typically they hold more information about the network 
than a standard node, allowing for messages to be routed in fewer hops.
In this thesis we will be regularly using terms involving P2P. We will usually be 
referring to hybrid architectures, since Gnutella (see section 2.2) is one of very few that 
truly approaches a pure P2P architecture.
Our discussion of P2P networks will treat them as high level networks running at the 
application layer of the OSI model [30]. These networks are overlaid on top of the lower 
level networking layers, hence the term network overlay.
A
Figure 4: Example network overlay
Figure 4 shows an example network overlay, with nodes A-D being members of the P2P 
network. The overlay does not follow the physical network topology or, because of its 
high-level, include networking hardware such as routers and bridges. This can lead to 
situations such as an indirect communication from A to C in this example. At the 
physical layer, nodes A and C are directly connected. However, because of the overlay 
topology, a message must be sent via nodes B and D. It is clear that at the physical layer 
this adds a significant amount of extra hops before the message is delivered [34]. As we
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describe in Chapter 2, methods have been proposed to help solve this issue. Whilst we 
aclaiowledge the problem we will not attempt to add to these solutions, but briefly discuss 
how our models could be extended to include this elsewhere. Instead, throughout this 
thesis we will be focussing exclusively at and above the network overlay.
P2P networks are usually large-scale networks comprising potentially millions of nodes. 
A trace of the Gnutella network carried out over eight days back in 2001 captured 
1,239,487 peers on 1,180,205 unique IP addresses [57]. At the end of 2004, P2P 
represented 60% of all Internet traffic [10]. According to the official website, the Kazaa 
P2P network client had been downloaded 389 million times by the beginning of June 
2006, with 800,000 of those being within the preceding week [58].
Due to theii' nature there is little, if any, centralised authority, meaning nodes act in an 
autonomous manner the majority of the time although, depending on the application, co­
operate to shar e information and resources. This creates difficulties for designers of P2P 
networks, since nodes ar e flee to leave the network at any time. A dynamic, continually 
evolving network means there are no guararrtees that nodes which were connected 
previously will be on the network at the current time or in the future.
A P2P environment with resources spread throughout the network would be useless if 
users and/or agents were not given any way of finding out where the resource they 
required was hosted. Since the P2P network is constantly evolving, the number, type and 
location of resources will also be changing with a similar' frequency. Therefore, resource 
discovery is a service of primary importance for P2P networks. However, the 
implementation of a successfril resource discovery scheme is non-trivial.
Examples in Chapter 2 of early P2P networks demonstrate that hosting a single 
centralised index (Napster) or flooding the network with queries and waiting for a 
response from nodes with matching resources (Gnutella) are both unworkable solutions. 
The centralised index introduces a single point-of-failure, whilst query flooding becomes 
unscalable in lar ger networks [55].
Instead, more complex solutions have been proposed. They have allowed for the creation 
of resource discovery schemes for P2P networks without the need for centralised indexes, 
whilst maintaining the ability to find resources in logarithmic bounds. It is with these that 
we begin our work.
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1.2 Research Question
Previously, research into creating efficient resoiuce discovery schemes for use in P2P 
environments has succeeded in developing models based on Distributed Hash Tables 
(DHTs) that distribute an index of resoiuces across network nodes and are capable of 
resolving queries in typically 0(log n) messages, where n is the number of nodes in the 
network.
Reducing the volume of messages required has concentrated on optimisations to the 
distribution of the index and the amount and type of routing information stored. 
However, since the number of messages is dependent on n, the number of nodes in the 
network, we believe that by creating a scheme to control how many nodes aie members of 
the network, more efficient resoiuce discovery can be provided. This leads us to our 
research question:
Can we provide efficient, fault-tolerant resource discovery in peer-to-peer networks by 
controlling construction of the network overlay?
As we have already mentioned above, hosting the entire index on a single node would 
indeed allow for efficient discovery of resources (using 0(1) messages) but has a single 
point-of-failure and, if the node is not well-chosen or the number of queries is very high, 
could cause the node to become overloaded. Simply saying that the network size should 
be minimal (i.e. a single node) is therefore an over-simplification, so consequently it is 
important to consider the fault-tolerance of the model in addition to its efficiency.
Control of the number of nodes entering the network is not the only parameter that will 
affect the efficiency and fault-tolerance of the model. For example, a network 
constructed of a small number of low-quality nodes may not be any more efficient or fault 
tolerant than a laiger network of higher quality nodes, because queries have a higher 
tendency to fail.
Efficiency not only relies on a small number of messages required to resolve a query. We 
must talce into account the number of messages required to maintain the network. For 
example, a model would not be efficient if, although queries were resolved using few 
messages, messages were flooded across the network in order to update routing 
information every time a new node or resource was added.
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It may at fîist not seem important to further enhance the efficiency of resource discovery, 
especially considering existing approaches succeed in processing requests in a number of 
messages alieady logaiithmic to the number of nodes in the network. For example, 
reducing the messages required to process a query from an average of twelve to nine in a 
network of ten million nodes seems trivial. However, when we consider the scale of P2P 
networks and that many users may be querying simultaneously, the seemingly small 
reduction appears more useful. If in the above example single queries originated on just a 
tenth of the network nodes, three million messages would have immediately been saved. 
Each message generated by the resource discovery model consumes bandwidth that could 
have been used to do the “real work” of the network, utilising the actual resources the 
query was seeking.
1.2.1 Metrics
The success of our approach can be evaluated against several criteria:
Bandwidth
Several measures of bandwidth could be used, such as the size of messages or the 
percentage of available bandwidth consumed by our models. However, since we 
aie proposing general models rather than a specific piece of softwai'e, the size of 
messages will most likely vary between implementations.
Instead, we will use the number of messages generated by the models as an 
indication of bandwidth consumption. This allows for easier comparison with 
other models: in oin experience message counts is the most commonly quoted 
metric of this type in P2P reseaidi material. Additionally, this metric appears a 
sensible choice since the primary motivation for this work is to provide efficient 
resource discovery in P2P networks by optimising the number of messages 
consumed.
Counts of messages generated by maintenance processes will be needed in 
addition to those generated through query traffic, to show that queries aie not 
being optimised to the detriment of maintenance efficiency.
Coverage
We can define coverage as the percentage of results that should have been 
returned in response to a query that were actually returned in the result set. In
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structured peer-to-peer networks, result coverage should be 100% since all 
matching results for a single key lookup ar e held on a single node. The metric is 
more appropriate when discussing unstructured peer-to-peer networks where, due 
to properties such as query horizons and Time-to-Live counters, coverage 
potentially vaiies widely.
Fault Tolerance
More appropriate than coverage is a measure of the fault tolerance of om* models. 
We will use this to analyse the increase in messages consumed and the percentage 
of queries/lookups that can be routed to then destination in dynamic scenarios 
where nodes are constantly joining, leaving and failing. Fault tolerance is an 
important metric for P2P systems. The networks contain highly heterogeneous 
nodes [51] with no guai'antees that nodes will remain connected to the network. 
P2P systems must be adaptable to allow for this.
Load Balancing
It is possible that, if the network is not constructed carefully, one or more nodes 
could become overloaded. Load balancing can be related to fault tolerance since, 
in the case of overload, a node may either fail completely or drop excess 
messages, thereby decreasing the network’s fault tolerance.
Scalability
Scalability represents a trend over time, based on how the system performs (in 
terms of accuracy, traffic and latency) as the number of users, queries and 
resources increase. This is an important measure in P2P networks since, as 
mentioned above, they ar e typically lar ge scale with potentially millions of nodes. 
A solution shown to work well in a small environment must also perform 
similarly in a lar ge network.
Latency
Latency measures the time delays across networks. We will not use the metric 
directly within our work. Instead we use the count of messages consumed, which 
can also be seen as an indirect measure of latency since reducing the number of 
messages consumed reduces the number of steps involved and linlcs that need to 
be crossed, thus causing less time delay.
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Calculations of latency between nodes must be speculative, especially in P2P 
networks which typically operate across the Internet where latency can fluctuate 
greatly over time. Conversely, where deviations between latencies are small, for 
example where a P2P network is deployed on a LAN, optimising latency will have 
little effect in real terms. Link speeds across the Internet are increasing 
substantially with broadband becoming accessible in many areas, although users 
are now being charged for the bandwidth they consume (monthly usage caps for 
example are being rolled out by many broadband providers in the UK [6]). 
Therefore, whereas reducing latency will be advantageous in some circumstances, 
it appears decreasing hop counts (where each hop/message consumes bandwidth) 
can be equally if not more sought after.
New Metrics
Several new metrics have been proposed [40] in order to measine the efficiency of 
queries and the overall responsiveness of searches in P2P networks. However, we 
will not use these as they are primarily aimed at unstructured networks, rather than 
the structured overlays we will be concerned with.
The primary metric we will use will be the number of messages consumed. As stated 
above, we are proposing general models rather than a specific piece of software. The 
number of messages will not change in different implementations although the size of 
these messages probably will, so message size would not be an accurate indication of the 
relative gains or losses given by our models. Hop counts need to be minimised since each 
hop adds both to the total bandwidth load and increases the time taken to perform a query 
[32]. Although latency is also a measure of network speed, latency values ar e highly 
dependent on the underlying network so would not give a general measure of our models’ 
performance.
However, it is important to measure fault tolerance of the models too, as otherwise this 
could be sacrificed in order to reduce the number of messages consumed (for example, 
placing all resources on a single node that can be found by other nodes in a single hop 
across the network). Load balancing and scalability are both strongly related to these 
metrics, so will also be taken into account.
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1.3 Aims and Objectives
The objectives of this work, in terms of measurable output, will be:
• To design a model for resource discovery in P2P networks that controls 
construction of the network overlay
• To demonstrate, through calculation and simulation, that this model consumes 
fewer messages than other relevant models
• To show that the decrease in messages consumed is not at the expense of fault 
tolerance: the model should have at least comparable fault tolerance to other 
relevant systems
To report on any other relevant achievements of the model relating to 
improvements in scalability or load balancing
1.4 Methodology
We use both simulations and algebraic analysis to prove our models with respect to the 
metrics identified above.
By their* natur e, P2P networks tend to be lar ge scale networks made up of thousands or 
millions of nodes. Therefore, experimentation is not feasible for this project as it would 
be hard to create a reasonably sized environment with many nodes. Instead, we use 
simulations to imitate such an environment.
Network simulators such as OPNET and NS2 are not entirely suitable for modelling P2P 
networks. These tend to specialise in simulation of relatively low level details compared 
with the high level abstraction of network performance we are interested in, and they 
have difficulty in scaling beyond a few hundred nodes [67]. Additionally, most of them 
simulate network topologies which remain static for the duration of the simulation, rather 
than allowing for nodes to join, leave and fail as would be common in P2P.
Several simulators specifically designed for P2P network simulation are now available. 
We attempted to use a simulator provided by the Parallel and Distributed Operating 
Systems group at MIT [14]. However, we discovered problems with tliis simulator in the 
way it handled routing information updates. Since our* simulations were primar*ily
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concerned with the number of messages consumed and the percentage of successful 
queries, the factors above posed problems in the accuracy of the results generated. 
Instead, for initial simulations we have used the more recent p2psim [49]. This provides 
a more accurate simulation of the network protocol upon which this research work is 
based.
A full simulator was written in Perl to fttlly experiment with the model developed during 
this project. This has allowed for frill contiol over statistics captured and measurements 
taken. Exact envir onmental conditions could also be specified.
Secondly, we use algebraic analysis to examine some aspects of oiu* models. As we will 
describe later, some properties of the models (certainly in static conditions) can be 
represented with mathematical formulae.
Utilising these where possible brings two benefits. The results fr om calculations can be 
used as an informal validator of the simulation outputs, giving a quick guide as to whether 
the output is reasonable. For some simulations it would be difficult to work through an 
example on paper to test this, since the number of simulation steps can be lar ge.
These formulae also allow us to generalise the results from simulations. Since P2P 
networks ar e lar ge containing potentially millions of nodes it is not always possible to 
create a realistically sized simulation because of the number of elements that would be 
needed to be held in memory. Wliere simulations support results fr om the formulae we 
ar e able to demonstrate properties of our approaches for networks of all sizes.
1.5 Structure of the Thesis
In this thesis we introduce two models for resoiuce discovery in peer-to-peer networks. 
Following introductory background information in Chapter 1 and a review of relevant 
literature in Chapter 2, the fii'st model is introduced in Chapter 3.
Timeline represents an initial solution to the problem. Although, as in structured P2P 
networks, all information relating to a key (or keyword-value paii) is held on a single 
node, there is no mechanism in Timeline for diiectly finding this node using only the key 
as would be the case in standard networks based on DHTs. Timeline therefore probably 
fits more appropriately into the category of semi-structured P2P networks.
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The second model, ROME, is introduced in Chapter 4. Whilst not strictly a new model 
for resource discovery in its own right, ROME builds on the concept introduced in 
Timeline of adding nodes to the network as necessary, creating a layer that can be used on 
top of Chord, a popular' Distributed Hash Table protocol, to control ring building in single 
layered networks.
An evaluation of ROME is given in Chapter 5. After proving some initial properties, 
simulations ar e used to compar e the performance of a ROME-enabled Chord ring with a 
network running only the standard Chord protocol. Simulations demonstrating the effects 
of different network and ROME-specifrc par ameters are also presented.
Finally, conclusions and an outline of potential fnture work ar e given in Chapter 6.
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2 Literature Review
In this chapter we will review models pertinent to oui' work, together with other relevant 
literature. We will loosely follow the same classification scheme used by Androutsellis- 
Theotolds [2], namely the degree of centralisation and network structure: After reviewing 
some early centralised and decentralised models, we briefly evaluate work aimed at 
improving these approaches by adding structure to the network. This leads us towards 
discussion of the Distributed Hash Table sub-class of structured P2P networks which 
form the major stai ting point of oui' work.
It is worth acknowledging at this stage Risson and Moors’ excellent and comprehensive 
survey of literatuie focussing on P2P seaich methods [54]. They report on and compare 
indexing methods and look at the embryonic reseaich on query optimisation. Their work 
demonstiates the volume of material published on P2P seaich and indexing methods in 
the last six yeai's.
In addition to P2P networks, Computational Grids [25] have also emerged as an approach 
to computing in distributed enviionments. Resoiu'ce discovery in Grid enviionments 
shai'es many elements in common with resource discovery in P2P networks. Although 
there aie some differences between the two approaches, several reseai'chers believe there 
will be an eventual convergence [24]. Whilst Grids tend to share many types of resource 
for multiple applications with a small number of trusted users, individual P2P networks 
tend to be set up on a per-application basis, shai ing a single type of resource with millions 
of users. Convergence will eventually mean that new resource discovery systems aie 
needed.
2.1 Centralised Peer-to-Peer Networks
Centralised resource discovery schemes such as Napster [57] and Globus’ original MDS 
implementation [23] aie based aiound a cluster of central servers hosting a diiectory of 
resources. Centralised schemes can be vulnerable to attack, such as Denial-of-Service 
attacks, because there is a single point of failure.
Upon connection, Napster clients send a list of files they aie willing to shaie to a central 
Napster server. All queries from clients are also sent to the central server for processing
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(Figure 5). After consulting its index, the server returns a list of clients hosting the files 
matching the query to the requester. A direct connection between the requester and 
provider is then setup to transfer the file. This file transfer is the P2P element of Napster.
Provider Napste '
Figure 5: Napster
Napster demonstrated how advantages in scalability can be derived from separating 
indexes from the data itself, whilst maintaining a full index directly connected to each 
client. However, the model was flawed, being vulnerable to legal challenges from the 
record industry regarding copyright infringement, eventually leading to Napster’s 
centralised index being withdrawn. Before it was shut down, 50 million people were 
exchanging files using Napster [62]. By switching off the central server, the network 
became useless instantaneously to the entire user community.
Napster was the first in a long line of P2P file sharing applications which have since 
sparked much debate on the future of copyright. Views range from those saying the ease 
of copying provided by file sharing applications will marginalise attempts to protect 
copyright to those who say that providers will police their own subscribers to avoid law 
suits and thus users will be “scared straight” [5].
BitTorrent is currently a very popular P2P application [33] designed to distribute large 
files such as videos and software distributions. It is interesting because, unlike other P2P 
networks, it does not include any resource discovery mechanism. Instead, small .torrent 
files which contain a pointer to a central tracker machine are hosted on standard websites. 
To discover whether a file exists on the network and where it can be retrieved from, users 
must first locate the .torrent file, either by going to a well-known website listing many 
active “torrents”, or by searching using a web search engine.
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I . t o r r e n t  f i l e _ |
Tracker
Figure 6: Example BitTorrent network
The tracker to which the .torrent file points maintains a list of machines currently 
downloading the file and puts the client in contact with these, creating a P2P network 
existing purely to download the single file (Figure 6). Since each file is split into chunks, 
the client can begin downloading different pieces from each of its peers. As each chunk 
is downloaded, it can be further shared out by the client for other peers to download, until 
the complete file has been recovered. Several techniques are used to select the order in 
which chunks are downloaded, maximise download speeds and prevent nodes being 
overloaded with upload requests [16]. Studies have shown [41] BitTorrent to be robust 
against selfish peers attempting to download huge amounts of data whilst contributing 
little to the network.
While in some ways BitTorrent is similar to Napster -  having the central tracker machine 
for example -  it is more robust. Shutting down the tracker will stop clients downloading 
one file, but downloading of different files controlled by other trackers will be unaffected. 
It would be near impossible to target and shut down all servers hosting .torrent files or 
trackers. However, the lack of a resource discovery mechanism within BitTorrent itself 
means that it cannot be guaranteed that a file being made available to download will be 
accessible, since users may not know or be able to find the location of the .torrent file.
2.2 Decentralised Peer-to-Peer Networks
In contrast to Napster-like architectures, other P2P networks can be classed as 
decentralised. These are modelled on total decentralisation, seeking to remove the single 
point-of-failure introduced by centralised servers in the architecture.
Gnutella [52] discovers resources by broadcasting queries to all nodes connected to the 
originating node. On average, each node maintains 3.4 connections to other nodes [53].
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Each of these nodes broadcasts the query to nodes they are connected to, and so on 
throughout the network. When a node receives a query, its list of local resources is 
checked for matches, and any results are back propagated to the requester.
To prevent query messages looping infinitely, Gnutella employs Time-to-Live (TTL) 
counters. Each query is given a TTL counter. At each node it is received on, the TTL 
counter is decremented. If it is greater than zero, the query is forwarded further into the 
network. However, if it is zero, the query is abandoned. This gives rise to “query 
horizons”, meaning there is no guarantee that a resource will be found even if it exists 
within the network.
TTL=0O riginator TTL=1 TTL=1
TTL=3&
TTL=0
TTL=5
TTL=4 H
TTL=1&ni=oTTL=2&
TTL =3 a
TTL=1 TTL=0
TTL=1&
TTL=0
Figure 7: Example Gnutella network
Figure 7 gives an example of how a query starting at the originating node with a TTL 
counter of 5 progresses through a Gnutella network. At each node, the queries TTL 
counter is decremented until it reaches zero. It can be seen that the rightmost nodes on 
the diagram are never reached before the query expires. Noticeable as well is the query is 
sent to several nodes multiple times.
Due to the method of flooding a query through the network, traffic generated by Gnutella 
queries becomes unscalable in large environments [55]. Structella [11] is a version of 
Gnutella built on a structured overlay which demonstrates how adding structure can 
reduce both maintenance overhead and the number of messages consumed per query, 
especially in the case of query flooding. This notion of adding additional structure is 
employed in systems we describe in the next section.
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2.3 Semi-Structured Peer-to-Peer Networks
We have discussed how the two extremes -  centralised and decentralised -  both exhibit 
various weaknesses. Semi-structured networks lie somewhere between the two 
previously mentioned.
Gnutella! improves upon the original Gnutella model by organising nodes into hubs and 
leaves. Leaf nodes connect to one or two hubs. Hubs are in turn connected to other hubs 
and potentially hundreds of leaves (Figure 8).
Figure 8: Gnutella!
Rather like a Napster central server, a hub indexes the contents of each leaf node 
connected to it. This index is then shared with other hubs it is connected to, allowing for 
message savings since queries are only forwarded to leaves and hubs where the required 
file is likely to be found.
Routing Indices [18] provides a framework for nodes to forward queries to neighbouring 
nodes that are most likely to provide answers or be able to forward the query to a node 
with matching resources. Each node maintains a routing index pointing to each 
neighbouring node, together with a count of the total number of resources available and 
the number of resources available on each topic (group of keywords) by following the 
path from each neighbour. At each hop the routing index is used to determine the next 
node to forward the query to based on the number of resources relating to the queried 
topic for which it represents the root of a path.
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Freenet [15] is a distributed information storage system designed to ensure anonymity and 
malce it infeasible to determine the origin or final destination of a resource passing 
thiough the network by utilising hash functions and public key encryption. Queries aie 
forwarded across the network in a serial fashion, based on similarity of the query to keys 
stored in routing tables, backtracking if leaf nodes ai e reached and a matching resource is 
yet to be found. Successful matches cause the resource to be cached in the encrypted 
local file store of each node along the path between the original requestor and the node 
answering the query. Routing tables are also updated to point to the node that provided 
the resource. This prevents the original provider of the resource from being identified to 
the requestor, and also allows deniability by users of the contents of the files they aie 
providing to the network. The primary motivation behind Freenet is anonymity across a 
decentr alised data store, rather than performance or long-term storage capability.
The Harvest system [9] creates a network of Brokers which build, filter and shar e indexes 
of information from distributed repositories. Each repository hosts a Gatherer that is 
responsible for collecting information and feeding this to the network of Brokers. In 
contrast to other P2P systems discussed here, by default indexes are shared over the 
Harvest network rather than queries being forwarded between nodes. Clients select an 
appropriate Broker via a top level Har vest Server Registry. They submit queries through 
a Query Management component on the Broker, which in turn queries the Broker’s 
Indexer before returning matching results.
A manual approach to resource discovery is provided in Discover [59]. Users initiate 
their search at a Content Router which holds finies to information providers (either end­
point resource providers or other Content Routers). The user is returned a list of 
matching resources from that Content Router, plus suggestions for additional relevant 
query terms and a list of other Content Routers to search. Using this method, users are in 
frill control of the progress of their query although they must manually traverse the tr ee of 
Content Routers and information providers which inevitably leads to much slower 
sear ches than those employing automatic methods of query forwar ding.
JXTA Search [64] provides search services on the JXTA framework [29]. JXTA Search 
Consumers formulate queries in the JXTA Search QRP (Query Routing Protocol) 
language and submit them to a JXTA Search Hub. Hubs manage query routing over the 
network by detenuining which laiown JXTA Search Information Providers should receive
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the query based on meta-data about each provider. Hubs also forward neighbouring hubs 
queries that cannot be satisfied locally. JXTA Search Information Providers include 
JXTA peers and other servers that can respond to queries issued in the JXTA Search QRP 
language. Information providers send their responses back to the hub which forwards the 
responses back to the Search Consumer. JXTA Search benefits from having the standard 
Query Routing Protocol which allows exchange of information throughout the network 
without intermediaries needing to understand other participants’ data formats. Instead, 
Queryspaces (similar to XML namespaces) are used to specify the structure of a valid 
query between a consumer and provider.
2.4 DHT-based Peer-to-Peer Networks
One class of recent research has focussed on structuring a network overlay based on 
Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs). These structures allow for efficient routing of lookups 
throughout the network, whilst storing minimal routing information on each node. For 
networks in steady state containing n nodes, DHT-based topologies typically provide 
routing of lookups in 0(log n) hops. This can yield substantial message savings in 
comparison with flooding-based mechanisms [38].
DHTs are distributed forms of the hash table abstract data type [65]. A hash function is 
used to map keys to one of a finite number of buckets. Values associated with a 
particular key are all stored in the same bucket. Figure 9 shows an example hash table 
with six buckets. The hash function is f { x )  = xmod6.  Passing 15 through the hash 
function gives 3, so 15 would be stored in bucket 3. Similarly, hashing 36 gives 0 and it 
is stored in bucket 0.
f(x) = %mod 6
f(36) = 3 6  m od 6  = 0
12, 24,3a
2^^ .  26, 56
3.9
10, 16,28, 34
23, 35, 65
f(15 ) = 1 5  m od 6 = 3
Figure 9: Example hash table
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In DHTs, rather than being held in a single hash table, buckets are distributed across 
many nodes in the network. Each node is given an identifier and is subsequently 
responsible for holding values related to keys that hash to that identifier.
A lookup for a value relating to a particular key can be executed by passing the key 
through the same hash function used previously, then locating the node with the closest 
matching identifier to the output from the hash function. The key and its associated value 
will be found on that node.
2.4.1 Chord
Chord [60] is a well known DHT-based architecture. Nodes in the network overlay are 
arranged in a ring formation (Figure 10). The standard Chord protocol assigns unique m 
bit identifiers to nodes by hashing their IP address using a hashing algorithm such as 
SHA-1 (Secure Hash Algorithm 1). w is chosen so the probability of two nodes hashing 
to the same identifier is negligible. In Figure 10 m is 6, so there are 2^=64 possible node 
positions.
K
Figure 10: Chord ring
A key-value pair is stored in the network by hashing the key using the same hashing 
algorithm as above to assign it to the node with the ID equal to or the direct successor of 
the hash of the key. For example, a key-value pair with a key hashing to 28 would be 
stored on node F in Figure 10 since this has ID 28. A key hashing to 37 would cause its 
key-value pair to be stored on node J since it has ID 40 which is the closest successor of
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37. Since the keyspace is organised in a ring, a key-value pair with a key hashing to 62 
would be stored on node A (ID 5 is the closest successor of 62).
Each node maintains a pointer to their neighbouring node, thus allowing messages to 
propagate around the ring from node to node. Finding the key-value pair associated with 
a key can be accomplished by hashing the key and then following the pointers from node 
to node until the node with an ID equal to or the direct successor of the hash of the key is 
found.
G
Figure 11: Simple key lookup
Figure 11 shows an example lookup of hash{key)=63 starting from node B. In this case, a 
large number of hops are taken forwarding the query from node to node all the way 
through the ring to find the successor of 63 being node A. This simple key lookup is 
unscalable in large networks as each node between the starting point and the target is 
involved.
To allow lookups to scale, a small amount of additional routing information is held at 
each node in a finger table. Each finger table contains m entries, although only up to 
log2 («)of these fingers point to distinct nodes within a ring of n nodes. Fingers are 
calculated so that the ith finger points to the node with the first identifier larger than the 
current node’s identifier plus 2 '”’ . So that fingers point across key 0, all arithmetic is 
modulo 2'” .
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1 succ(40+2^'^ =41)=47 K
2 s u c c (4 0 +22- ^ = 42 )= 47 K
3 succ(40+2^'^ =44)=47 K
4 su cc(40+ 2^ ‘^=48)=53 L
5 s u c c (4 0 +2®" ^ = 56)= 56 M
6 succ(40+2®'^=8)=9 B
Figure 12: Node J finger table
As an example, node J’s finger table is shown in Figure 12. The first entry in the finger 
table always points to the node’s successor because it always points to the node with the 
ID closest to the current node’s ID+1 (2'‘*=2^=1). Other entries in the table point 
progressively further into the ring. For example, entry 6 in node J’s finger table points to 
node B which is approximately half way around the ring.
The additional routing information provided in the finger tables allows for lookups to be 
routed much faster through the ring. Pseudocode for scalable key lookup is shown in 
Figure 13 (adapted from [60]).
node.findkey(id) {
if (node < id ^ successor) { return successor 
} else {
newnode = f ind_closest_preceeding_node(id) 
return newnode.findkey(id)})
node.find_closest_preceeding_node(id) { for i = m downto 1 {
if (node < finger[i] ^ id) { 
return finger[i]}
}return node}
Figure 13: Scalable key lookup pseudocode
Figure 14 shows the lookup of /iaj/i(key)=63 starting from node B using scalable key 
lookup.
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53 L
53 L
53 L
56 M
5 A
17 D
node < finger[i] <- id; 
47  < 5  <= 63
14 C
14 C
14 C
17 D
28 F
47 K
node < finger[i] <= id: 
9  < 4 7  < = 6 3
K
9 B
9 B
9 B
14 C
22 E
28 F
return node: 
return 5  (A)
Figure 14; Scalable key lookup
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Node B’s finger table is searched to find the entry which allows the most progress to be 
made towards the target node. Node K is selected and the lookup is forwarded there. K’s 
finger table is then consulted and the lookup is forwarded to node A, which is found to be 
the required node. In contrast to the 12 hops taken using simple key lookup, using 
scalable key lookup it took just 2 hops.
Assuming all routing information is correct, lookups can use finger tables and scalable 
key lookup to resolve a query in 0(log «) hops, utilising Vi log 2  «hops on average as 
proved in [60]. One hop toward a target node using finger table routing information can 
be seen as roughly equivalent to halving the distance between the current node and the 
target, giving a maximum hop count of log 2 « , again providing all routing information is 
correct.
To join a Chord ring a node, having been given an ID, contacts an existing member of the 
ring, asking this node to lookup the immediate successor of the new node. The result of 
the lookup is recorded by the new node as its successor.
Whilst simple, the join procedure does not inform the network of the existence of the new 
node. Chord utilises a stabilization procedure to ensure all nodes maintain acciuate 
routing information, updating as necessary due to node joins and failures. The 
stabilization procedure comprises thiee routines: stabilize, fix_fingers and
check_predecessor.
Each node periodically runs a stabilize routine which asks its successor for its 
predecessor. If the predecessor returned is closer to the node than its existing predecessor 
then this node becomes its successor. The node then contacts its successor to notify it of 
its existence. If the successor does not know of a predecessor closer to itself it will adopt 
the node as its new predecessor.
In addition to running the stabilize routine, each node periodically checks its predecessor 
is still present. If the predecessor has failed it will clear its pointer, allowing it to record a 
new predecessor when it is notified by the new predecessor node’s stabilize routine. 
(Note that the protocol only uses predecessor pointers for maintenance purposes. They 
aie never used to route lookups anti-clockwise thiough the ring.)
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s u c c = 5 3  (L) 
pred = 34  (H)
K
s u c c = 5 3  (L) 
pred=nil
su c c = 5 3  (L) 
pred= 34  (H)
8 u c c = 5 3  (L) 
pred=nil
s u c c = 5 6  (M) 
pred= 47  (K)
pred= 47  (K)
s u c c = 5 6  (M) 
pred= 47  (K)
notify=40 (J)
s u c c = 4 7  (K) 
p red = 34  (H)
su c c = 5 3  (L) 
pred=nil
SUCC=47 (K)
p red = 34  (H)
SUCC-53 (L) 
p red = 4 0  (J)
s u c c = 5 6  (M) 
pred= 47  (K)
su c c = 5 6  (M) 
pred=47 (K)
Figure 15: Stabilization
An example of stabilization in action is shown in Figure 15. Node K has recently joined 
the ring. Node J runs its stabilization routine and contacts L (the node it currently 
believes to be its successor) and asks what L thinks its predecessor is. L replies with node 
K and, since K’s ID is closer to J ’s than L’s, J changes its successor pointer to K. It then 
notifies K of its existence. K does not currently have a predecessor pointer so takes on J 
as its predecessor.
The stabilize routine of the stabilization proceduie ensiues that each node’s predecessor 
and successor pointers remain correct. The fix_fingers routine is called by each node 
periodically to maintain its finger table entries. Each time the routine is run it updates 
one entry by peiiorming a lookup for the successor of the node’s ID plus (derived 
from calculation of finger table entries above). Therefore, all entries will be updated after 
fix_fingers is run m times. This is often referred to as a round of stabilization.
To increase tolerance of node failure, a node maintains a list of its r closest successors in 
addition to its diiect successor. This allows a node to contact its next-closest successor if 
its immediate successor has failed, and so on through the list. The value of r is left to be 
defined by network administrators but, because all r successors must fail at the same time
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to cause a ring “collapse”, even relatively small values of r can di'amatically increase the 
robustness of the Chord ring.
The standai’d Chord protocol has been extended by several researchers. Chord is 
combined with de Bruijn graphs to produce Koorde [35], allowing for varying amounts of 
routing information to be stored and thus achieving hop counts between 0(log n) and 
0((log «)/log log 72), where n is the number of nodes in the network. The authors also 
suggest that finding a system that is load balanced and degree optimal (optimising the 
amount of routing information stored) is an open question.
Single hop lookups aie achieved by storing a global routing table on every node by Leong 
and Li [39], but only in circumstances where network chuin is low, something we would 
argue is rarely achievable in realistic P2P implementations.
Godfrey et al [28] have proposed a model to achieve load balancing within a Chord ring. 
They look at load balancing on a logical level, dividing each node into multiple virtual 
servers, rather than treating each node as atomic. Whilst they argue that shortcut routing 
(sending messages between virtual nodes on the same physical machine) allows them to 
negate the increase in hop count due to the increase in the number of nodes in the ring, 
they do not discuss that thefr approach would still generate laige maintenance costs: In 
Chord, each node runs a stabilisation routine each time period to check and correct finger 
table entries, so at least one message would still be generated by each of their vfrtual 
servers every time this is run.
A simple diiectory scheme is implemented where each node periodically reports its status 
to the diiectory, again increasing message cost. Finally, then approach of dividing nodes 
into virtual servers creates a coarse granulaiity of keyspace which can be moved, as only 
whole vii tual servers can be moved to different nodes.
Reassignment of keys to neighboining nodes is discussed by Kai*ger and Ruhl [37]. Their 
approach allows any node to randomly select when to check the status of its neighbouring 
node and then the load will always be rebalanced. This could cause re-balancing to occur 
more often than necessary.
Chord has been used as the network overlay for several applications. DDNS [17] 
provides a distributed DNS lookup service, eliminating administration tasks due to
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Chord’s self-organising property and inheriting the DHT’s faiilt-tolerance. However, the 
authors conclude that DDNS is an inferior system to the cuirent DNS due to the increase 
in latency experienced because of the additional RPCs needed to resolve a lookup (log n 
as opposed to 2 RPCs typically needed by the standaid DNS).
CFS [19] uses Chord to provide a distributed file system. Large files aie split into blocks, 
each block being stored on the node with an ID corresponding to a block identifier. CFS 
provides caching and block spreading to allow for load balancing of populai" files and has 
proved to be a highly scalable read-only file system.
2.4.2 Other DHTs
Several other DHT-based aichitectures exist in addition to Chord. The most populai* of 
these aie discussed below.
Pasti*y
Similai' to Chord, Pastry [56] organises a network of nodes (each with a unique node ID) 
in a 128-bit circulai* index space. Given a network of n nodes, a lookup will complete in I  log ^ 2; ^ I  hops, where ^ is a configurable parameter.
+ /To achieve this, each node maintains a routing table containing (2  ^ - l] lo g ,
entries, where I is another configurable parameter. Unlike in Chord (wliich has a single 
dimensional table), the routing table is two-dimensional with jlog j^  ^« | rows and 2^ '
columns, plus I additional leaf entries (the ~ closest nodes with larger IDs than the 
current node and the j  closest nodes with smaller IDs). Each entry in row n points to a 
node with ID matching the current node’s ID in the first n digits, but a different n+l digit 
(being one of the 2^ - 1  possibilities).
This allows a lookup to be forwarded towaids its destination, each hop sending it to a 
node whose ID shai'es at least 72+1 digits with the key compared to the n digits at the 
previous node.
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Pastry DHT and routing table
Figure 16 shows an example Pastry network, and a lookup for key 12321 being forwarded 
from node 12130 (having its first two digits in common with the key) to node 12311 
(which has the first three digits in common with the key). The routing table for node 
12130 is shown, with successive rows matching more digits of the node’s identifier. The 
n+lth digit that is changed in each column is shown underlined. Shaded boxes indicate 
routing entries that would be self-referential and thus would not exist in the actual routing 
table.
The configurable parameter b allows for flexibility in the number of hops to route a 
lookup and the amount of routing information stored, b could be set to a large number to 
allow for lookup in fewer hops at the expense of the need to maintain more routing 
information, or vice versa. A quick comparison shows Pastry can achieve shorter routing 
than Chord, but its routing tables must contain more entries.
If we take a network of 1 million nodes, and set 6  to be 4 in Pastry (a typical value) then 
log ^ 4  (lOOOOOO)- 5 for Pastry and log 2  (1000000) = 20 for Chord. However, calculating
the amount of routing information stored (ignoring leaf entries and successor lists) gives 
(log^ 4  (lOOOOOO))(2'^  - l ) =  75 for Pastry while Chord maintains only log2 (1 0 0 (X)0 0 ) ~ 20
routing entries. Furthermore, if we set 6  to 1 so Pastry maintains the same volume of 
routing information as Chord, its hop count also becomes equal to Chord. This quick 
approximation suggests that while Pastry can achieve lookup in fewer hops than Chord, it 
cannot better it concurrently in both hop count and routing state stored.
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Pastry has been used as a building block for other work including Scribe [13] (for 
application-level multicast), PAST [21] (a global storage system) and SplitStream [12] (a 
content streaming/distribution network).
Tapestry
Tapestry [69] uses a similar routing scheme to Pastry, in that a digit is “corrected” in the 
node ID (given in base-P) after each hop. It guarantees that a looloip can be completed in 
log p n hops, again assuming routing information is correct.
Rather than nodes being organised into a ring structure as in Chord and Pastry, Tapestry 
views the overlay as a mesh-like structure. Each node is seen as the root of a tree with the 
leaf nodes being those pointed to in the routing table.
A neighbour map is held at each node, containing c x ^ x lo g ^  n entries in a network of n
nodes. Additionally, a node stores backpointers to other nodes that point towards itself. 
These backpointers are used for node integration (node joins). Each level of the 
neighbour map represents a partially matching key (e.g. level 4 matches a key up to the 
fourth digit position -xm:4321). Within each level, an entry is selected based on how 
close the node is to the cuirent node, in an attempt to minimise latency. This locality 
selection is another property shared with Pasty but not Chord.
CAN (Content Addressable Network)
CAN [50] is proposed as a scalable Content Addressable Network. It is quite different in 
design from Chord, Pastry and Tapestry since the number of neighbours of each node is 
fixed, being kept independent of the number of nodes in the network.
Keys are mapped to points within a virtual multi-dimensional coordinate space and each 
node is given responsibility over a portion of the space. Figure 17 gives an example of a 
two-dimensional coordinate space.
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k ey= (0 .24 ,0 .95 )
0 1
Figure 17: A CAN two-dimensional coordinate space
Each node maintains a routing table containing the addresses of its neighbours in the 
space. For example, node G would hold routing entries for nodes B, F and H. A key 
hashing to a point (0.24,0.95) lies within node C’s portion of the space and therefore 
would be held together with its associated value on node C. A lookup is routed by 
passing through neighbouring nodes responsible for portions of the coordinate space 
crossed when a straight line is drawn between the current node and the set of coordinates 
representing the key being sought. Looking up key (0.24,0.95) from node H would cause 
the query to be passed through nodes G and F before reaching C.
If d represents the number of dimensions, each node in CAN has 0{d)  neighbours and
lookups talce hops. When the d  dimensional space is split into n equal
partitions, each node maintains 2n neighbours and the average routing path length is
). Increasing d  increases the amount of state that must be stored on each node but
also increases fault tolerance since adding more dimensions implies that each node gains 
more neighbours.
Although CAN has been shown to have higher hop counts than Chord or Pastry [38], if 
instead of being fixed d is set to log 2  n then CAN achieves the same O(logn) hops and 
0(log/î) routing state properties of Chord. However, in this case new dimensions would 
need to be added to the overlay as the network grew and existing state stored modified.
Viceroy
Similar to CAN, Viceroy [44] maintains a network with constant degree routing tables 
and routing in logarithmic bounds. Viceroy uses the principle of links to predecessors
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and successors to organise nodes into a ring, but additionally each node exists on a level. 
In a network of n servers a new server will randomly select from one of log(n) levels to 
join.
In addition to a predecessor and successor pointer, nodes also maintain pointers to their 
closest predecessor and successor in the ring that also exist on their level, plus butterfly 
pointers to both a node close-by and a distant node on the next level down, and a close-by 
node on the next level up.
level 1
level 2
level 3
level 4
level 5
Figure 18: Viceroy standard and butterfly pointers
Figure 18 shows a simplified example of a node’s (ID 0.61) routing information: It points 
to nodes 0.57 and 0.66 as they are its closest predecessor and successor in the ID space. 
Nodes 0.36 and 0.89 are its closest predecessor and successor on the same level. Pointers 
are given to node 0.71 as a close-by node on the level below and node 0.97 as a far-away 
node on the level below. Finally, there is a pointer to node 0.75 as it is a close-by node 
on the level above. (Note that this example has been simplified for clarity: more nodes 
would be present in a real Viceroy network of five levels since the number of levels in the 
network is log n).
Routing of lookups follows a scheme that traverses up and then down the tree of nodes to 
reach a node on the bottom level which is presumed to be within the vicinity of the target 
node. A search using ring predecessor/successor and level predecessor/successor links is 
then preformed until the target is found. The authors claim that it is highly probable that 
routing requires 0(log ri) steps. However, some routing may require D(log n) steps, 
which contrasts to the guarantees of 0(log n) steps given by other DHTs such as Chord.
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Viceroy has been criticised [35] for the complexity of its lookup routing in comparison 
with other DHTs and for the need to estimate the size of the network to deteiTnine the 
number of levels (log n).
Only limited analysis of Viceroy’s properties has been cairied out and with large 
assumptions, such as that nodes do not fail and join/leave operations are non-overlapping 
-  something which cannot of course be guaranteed in realistic envir onments.
Kademlia
Kademlia [45] operates over a frxed-size 160-bit node ID space, using a similar notion to 
Pastry and Tapestry with parts of the node ID being “fixed” with successive hops through 
the network.
Each node maintains information (called A:-buckets) on nodes with a distance of between
2' and 2''*'^  from itself, for each 0 < i < 160. The distance being defined as the integer 
representation of the XOR between the two identifiers, k is a parameter set to constrain 
the size of the list in each A:-bucket up to k items.
Routing infoiTnation stored in /c-buckets is updated when a node receives a message from 
another node rather than using a separate maiirtenance routine, meaning nodes which 
issue a large number of queries become widely known. This prevents Kademlia from 
enabling unifonn load balancing, but does suggest that more capable nodes can take on 
more worldoad within the network. When a /c-bucket is full a least-recently-seen policy is 
used to decide which entry will be evicted to make room for the new node entry.
Lookup follows a recursive procedure, irritiated by the originator of the lookup selecting a  
nodes fiom its closest /c-bucket (which contains entries) and sends parallel requests to 
these nodes. Each node replies with the contents of their /c-bucket which is closest to the 
required ID (hash of the key being looked up). The originator selects a  nodes fiom the 
lists returned that are closest to the ID required and resends parallel requests to these 
nodes. This is repeated recursively until the originator has queried and received replies 
fi'om the k closest nodes it has seen. The closest of these nodes to the ID required is the 
node which hosts the key being looked up.
Kademlia offers lower lookup latency tharr Chord since it can select any a  nodes from the 
k available in the relevant A:-bucket to forward lookups to, rather than being restricted to a
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single correct node as in Chord. This allows nodes to be selected to minimise latency. 
However, Kademlia can only approach Chord’s messaging costs when a= l, implying no 
parallelism in lookup steps.
DHT Cost Comparison
A comparison of the DHTs discussed above showing state stored and lookup cost is given 
in Table 1.
Table 1: DHT cost comparison
# # # N log2V +r O(log2A0
Paslry N (2'’- l)(lo g 2 '’A0+/ o (io g 2 " m
N IcfiXogfsN 0 ( lo & M
N 0 (6 0 0 (d N ''“)
V i( # o y N 7 O (logV ) *
N 0 { k )  (i.e. up to 160/:) O(log2A0
* Note that Viceroy requires O(logn) steps with hish prohahility [44].
Viceroy and Kademlia both store constant volume of state on each node irrespective of 
the size of the network. In the case of the other DHTs, state stored is dependent on the 
size of the network supported.
Upper bounds of lookup costs appear similar for each DHT, with the exception of 
Viceroy where lookups are expected to take a maximum of \ogN hops although this is not 
guaranteed. However, Chord has comparable or lower hop counts when compared with 
the other DHTs without optimal parameter values.
2.4.3 Multi-Layered DHTs
Multi-layered DHT structures aim to improve the performance provided by single layer 
DHTs. The systems we discuss contain multiple sub-rings, using a primary ring to route 
queries between different sub-rings. Various techniques are used to organise the network, 
but all assume secondary-level rings are either already built or are created based on node 
locality. Representative nodes are added to the primary ring, effectively building the 
network upwards meaning the system itself has no control over how many sub-rings exist 
or how many nodes each contains.
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PLANES [63] (Peer-to-peer, Layered, Altruism-inspired NEtworkS) seeks to gain 
efficiency improvements by using heterogeneity of network nodes to its advantage, A 
single Chord ring is partitioned into clusters, with each cluster forming a separate Chord 
subring. Each subring is represented in a higher level ring by one of its member nodes. 
These altruistic peers are initially described as maintaining greater routing state to allow 
dhect connectivity with every other altruistic peer, although tliey can also form a Chord 
ring to reduce the burden of maintaining such large volume of routing information. Little 
regard is given to the infoimation stored on each node in individual clusters. Although 
the top layer of the PLANES topology allows the cluster holding the target key to be 
located quickly, there are no guarantees that the same cluster will also contain similar 
keys to the one originally searched for.
Gai’cés-Erice et al [27] present Hierarchical Peer-to-Peer Systems and give a case study 
instantiation of a modified version of Chord. The lower level overlay is split into a 
number of sub-rings. One or more nodes fi'om each sub-ring are inserted into the top- 
level overlay. A reduction in routing messages is demonstrated by assuming powerful 
machines with greater availability and connectivity are used in the top-level overlay, thus 
providing a smaller probability of node failure. However, ignoring probabilities of 
failure, reduction in messages is not possible in this approach.
In Coral [26], seaiches begin in a sub-group containing nodes in the same geographical 
region, continuing on a cluster with continental coverage before eventually switching to a 
single planet-wide cluster if the lookup has not been resolved in the intermediate stages. 
While searches that are resolved witliin the regional cluster may be faster than those in 
our system, more messages will be consumed to route a query in the worst-case.
In [47], a multi ring architecture is used to provide content locality at an organisational 
level, where nodes are added to an organisational ring based on then locality. 
Additionally, all nodes in the network join a global ring, unless they are connected behind 
a firewall or NAT. This increases the cost of traversing the global ring, compared with a 
smaller global ring containing only a small number of representative nodes.
In HIERAS [66] and Brocade [68], a single overlay contains all nodes. HIERAS rings 
co-exist in different layers, but each node is a member of a ring in each layer. Although 
average routing latency measured in presented experiments is less than Chord, HIERAS
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requhes a larger average number of routing hops. In Brocade, a second overlay layer is 
used to improve perfoiTnance of long range routing. However, nodes are grouped only by 
administrative domain rather than by the infonnation contained within them.
Diminished Chord [36] is a new version of Chord in which virtual sub-rings are created 
within a single Chord ring. Query routing requiies D(logw) hops as in standard Chord, 
but the authors argue their approach requires fewer resources than creating a separ ate P2P 
network for each subgroup.
2.5 Summary
The models described above provide useful solutions to the problem of resource 
discovery hr P2P networks. The large number of papers on subjects relatmg to 
Distributed Hash Tables and DHT-based systems beiirg proposed suggest they are a 
promising research area. DHTs typically have message costs logarithmic to the size of 
the networ k for querying and maintenance of the network, but also maintain good levels 
of fault tolerance.
Various enhancements or modifications to the basic DHT-based models have been 
proposed to exploit proximity, reduce the number of query failures and add structure to 
allow for quicker query resolution. However, none of these have explored the possibility 
of controlling the construction of the network and how this may bring about benefits m 
performance and fault-tolerance.
With this in mind, in the next Chapters we explore two models with either DHT-like 
structure (Timeline) or dir ectly based on DHTs (ROME), considering whether controlled 
building of the network can improve any of the metrics we have outlined above.
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We have seen how resource discovery mechanisms such as Gnutella [52] use 
broadcasting techniques for querying and employ Time-to-Live (TTL) counters to limit 
the number of messages generated. TTL counters are decremented each time a query is 
sent to a new node. When the TTL counter reaches zero, the query exphes and is not 
forwarded any further through the network. Since queries in such systems do not reach 
every node, resource discovery cannot be guaranteed. If a resource exists but is outside 
the query “horizon”, it will not be discovered. An improved model should guarantee to 
provide an answer to a query if one exists, without the need for a query to be sent to every 
node in the network.
Centralised architectures arguably provide the best performance in terms of number of 
messages required to give an answer to a query, but suffer weaknesses such as scalability 
and single point-of-failure as described in Chapter 2.
The benefits of guaranteed answers to queries and elimination of query broadcasting 
provided by the inverted index nature of centralised architectures should be utilised.
In this chapter we present an initial model for resource discovery in which we aim to 
reduce the number of messages required to resolve queries whilst providing a scalable 
environment without a centralised strticture that could lead to a single point of failure. By 
utilising a simple learning mechanism on top of a distributed inverted index structure we 
are able to provide guarantees that matching resources will be found wherever they exist 
in the network, within a small number of messages.
3.1 System Model
Our resource discovery mechanism comprises a series of nodes connected together in an 
arbitrary manner, each running a software agent. Figure 19 shows the model of a typical 
node. Each node represents a group of one or more machines connected to the network 
that may have resources, such as software, databases or CPU cycles available for use. 
These resources are registered against a set of one or more keywords describing them in a 
Local Resource Table on thek local node.
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Figure 19: Node model showing data structures and processes of a typical node
A node may become a supemode responsible for one or more keywords. A supernode 
maintains a Node Keyword Table listing each node providing resources matching the 
keyword(s) for which it is responsible.
Every node hosts a Local Node Lookup Table that contains a list of which supernode is 
responsible for which keyword. If each node had to store information for each supernode 
and keyword, a message broadcast would be needed every time a new supernode or 
keyword was added. Instead, we introduce a pointer in each supemode pointing to the 
newest supernode created. Only the Local Node Lookup Table of the newest supemode 
must be updated when new keywords are added. Keyword information not available in a 
node’s Local Node Lookup Table can be found by contacting a supernode and following 
its pointer to the newest supemode, which will hold the latest list of keywords.
Certain supernodes along this timeline are designated as checkpoints (Figure 20). This 
prevents the need to update the pointer to the newest supemode on every node in the 
timeline whenever a new one is foimed. Instead, only the pointer on the latest checkpoint 
is updated. If a supemode fiirther back needs to find the newest supernode it will contact 
the checkpoint preceding itself, which wiU in turn point to the next checkpoint in the 
timeline. By following the sequence of checkpoint pointers, the newest supemode will be 
found within a few hops.
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Figure 20: Timeline of supernodes connected in order of joining
To overcome the continuous increase in size of the Local Node Lookup Table on the 
newest supernode, the timeline is split into segments. Wlien the size of the table grows 
over a set limit, the current segment is closed and a new segment created. The Local 
Node Lookup Table is cleared at the stait of each segment, meaning it will only list 
information on supernodes within the current segment. A mesh of segments is created to 
enable queries to be multicast to other segments if they are not resolvable in the current 
segment.
The timeline can support name-value paii* style keywords in addition to standard single­
word keywords. These are useful for defining the semantics of a keyword. For example, 
a query for “cpu_speed=1600” is split into name (cpu_speed) and value (1600) 
components, giving more meaning than a single-word keyword “1600”. The name 
component is treated as a standard keyword. However, rather than listing all resource 
providers with resources matching that keyword, the supernode responsible for the 
keyword acts as the root of a second timeline. This value timeline is constructed of a 
series of keyword value supernodes, which act in a similar way to supernodes described 
above, but index the value component of the name-value pair for the single keyword.
3.1.1 Searching For Resources
When a query is made using our resource discovery mechanism, fiistly the local node’s 
software agent checks the Local Resource Table for matching resources. This allows
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matches to be provided within the node’s local environment, without the need to send any 
messages across the network.
If no matching resources are found, or those that match are unavailable to the user, the 
search will proceed to find resources on remote nodes. The local node’s Local Node 
Lookup Table (Figure 21) is searched to see if keywords in the query are listed. If not, 
the most recent supemode listed in the table is contacted. If searching this supemode’s 
Local Node Lookup Table does not list the required supemode, the software agent 
running the query will be sent through the timeline. Each supemode has a pointer to the 
previous checkpoint in the timeline. In closed segments, the checkpoint hosts a pointer 
directly to the newest checkpoint (the closing supemode) in the segment. In the open 
segment, checkpoints forward queries to the next checkpoint in the timeline. The query is 
sent across checkpoint supemodes (or directly to the newest segment checkpoint), 
checking each one’s Local Node Lookup Table as it goes, until either the keyword is 
found or the newest supemode is reached. If the keyword is not found, the query is 
multicast to the closing node of each other segment and their Local Node Lookup Tables 
searched.
keyword supemode preference list
temperature 45 3, 7. 45, 863, 23
rs232 757 757
taring 235 235, 343, 1  55, 34. 76
Figure 21: Sample Local Node Lookup Table
When the address of the supemode responsible for the keyword is found, the supemode is 
contacted. If the query is for a single-word keyword, the supernode’s Node Keyword 
Table gives a list of all nodes providing resources matching the keyword. If the keyword 
is a name-value pair, the value timeline relating to the name is traversed to find the 
keyword value supernode responsible for the value component of the pair, which will 
have a Node Keyword Table listing nodes providing matching resources.
The list of nodes is attached to the query, which is then forwarded to each node’s agent in 
tum until an available matching resource is found through searching of each node’s Local 
Resource Table. In addition to the address of the machine with the matching resource, 
the list of nodes from the supemode is sent back to the original querying node. The node 
can then use this list to build its preference list.
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3.1.2 Preference Lists
Preference lists are maintained in Local Node Lookup Tables at each node, independently 
of supernode/keyword lists stored at other nodes. The lists are sorted in order of the node 
most lilcely to be able to match the query, based on successful matches in the past. They 
act as a learning mechanism to enhance the perlbnnance of fiiture similar queries.
When a preference list for a keyword exists on a node’s Local Node Lookup Table, it can 
be used to begin the search directly without the need to contact the keyword’s supemode, 
which helps to spread the query load across multiple servers for popular queries.
We attach the preference list to the quei-y, so if the first node to be sent the query cainrot 
provide matching resources the query will be forwarded directly to the next node. Using 
tliis scheme, the node most lilcely to answer the query is always contacted &st, then other 
nodes are contacted in serial until the query is answered. Another approach is to weight 
each preference list entry and randomly select a node, to enable alternative nodes to be 
tested periodically and avoid potentially overloading the most popular resource providers.
If the supemode is not listed in the preference list, it is attached to the end of the 
preference list prior to sending it out hom the local node. When the query reaches the 
supemode for the keyword, any other nodes listed on the supemode but not currently in 
the preference list can be added to the end of the list. This allows for a complete search, 
without the need to broadcast the query to nodes that do not provide any matching 
resources. Periodically full seaiches are conducted for keywords which have associated 
preference lists to enable the preference list to be refieshed and new resource providers 
discovered.
Preference lists aie important as they form the first stage in amalgamating simple 
keyword matching with more complex matching of users to resources in the context of 
availability and access policies [4]. For example, the supernode for a keyword may offer 
resources matching a user’s query, but its security policy may prevent that user from 
exploiting the resources because of the relationship with the owner of the node on which 
they aie connected. Therefore, it would be more beneficial for a user to directly contact a 
different node with matcliing resources and a compatible security policy, rather than fhst 
contacting the supemode.
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By introducing the concept of preference lists into our system we ar e able to minimise the 
number of messages requned to provide an answer to a query, whilst still providing 
guaiantees that if a matching resource exists we will be able to find it. Searching for a 
keyword’s supernode as described above is the worst-case scenario in terms of number of 
messages required to process a query. This activity, which uses only a small number of 
additional messages compai*ed to a standard query, is a one-time occurrence (see section 
3.4 for a worked example of this). The keyword’s supernode wül be listed in the node’s 
Local Node Lookup Table for subsequent queries and preference lists will be deployed to 
fiirther minimise the message count.
3.1.3 Adding New Nodes and Resources
When a new node wishes to join the network, it contacts the softwaie agent running on an 
existing node in order to inherit the node’s Local Node Lookup Table. A blank Local 
Resource Table is also created on the node to list any local resources that will be 
introduced. If the node does not offer any resources, this is aU it needs to do to begin 
participation within the network.
If a resource is to be introduced into the system, it is first listed against each keyword for 
which it is associated in the Local Resource Table on its local node. If keywords not 
previously associated with the local node are being introduced, the keyword information 
must also be published on the relevant supernodes to allow the new resource to be found 
by any node in the network. The address of a supemode is chosen fiom the local node’s 
Local Node Lookup Table, which will in tum provide a pointer to the newest supemode 
(possibly via hops across checkpoints along the timeline).
The Local Node Lookup Tables of each segment are consulted to see whether keywords 
associated with the new resource alieady exist. If they do, the address of the new node 
can simply be registered with the relevant supernodes responsible for each keyword as 
providing resources matcliing that keyword. A broadcast message is not necessary, as 
information about the new resources can be found by contacting the relevant supernode.
If one or more keywords associated with the resource did not previously exist within the 
network, the node hosting the resources will be designated as the supemode for those 
keywords. The Local Node Lookup Table for this new supernode will be inherited from 
the previous newest supernode on the currently open segment and then updated with
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entries showing the new supernode as the supernode for the new keywords. The pointer 
on the current checkpoint will be updated to reflect the presence of the new supernode. 
Again, a broadcast of inlbrmation relating to the new node is unnecessary.
If the size of the Local Node Lookup Table has exceeded the maximum limit (configured 
prior to the timeline being built), the current segment will be closed and the next 
supernode added will begin a new one. The supernode wül not inherit the current Local 
Node Lookup Table, but will begin a blank one. Upon closure of a segment, a message is 
sent to each checkpoint in the segment to update their pointers to point to the final node 
of the segment, allowing the complete segment Local Node Lookup Table to be quickly 
accessed.
3.2 Comparison with Other Systems
By describing the main architecture and algorithms of our system we have shown that we 
have eliminated message broadcasting whüst still providing guarantees that an answer to 
a query wül be found if one exists in the network, without the need for a centralised 
architecture.
The original GnuteUa employed both message broadcasting and TTL counters, meaning it 
was not able to provide guarantees that resources requested could be found in the 
network, even though it used many more messages than our system. To search every 
node in the system would require approximately one message to be generated for every 
node, resulting in scalabüity concerns in large networks [55]. Since GnuteDa provides no 
facility for improving query performance based on past experience, every time a popular 
query is submitted a similar number of messages wiU be generated.
Freenet’s architecture [15] employs a steepest-ascent hiU-climbing search with 
backtracking, meaning queries are forwarded to nodes in a serial fashion, eliminating 
message broadcast. However, unlike our system, it cannot guarantee to find matching 
resources as it utilises TTL counters (called hops-to-live limits). Query performance 
improves over time, as successful queries cause matching resources to be cached and 
routing tables updated. However, Freenet consumes a lot of bandwidth during this 
process as resources are copied between locations.
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Routing Indices [18] presents an improvement over Freenet by always returning a result if 
one exists in the network. Rather than using a TTL counter, Routing Indices uses a Stop 
Condition to specify the number of matching resources that must be found before a query 
will be tenninated. Summarisation techniques are employed to provide keyword 
groupings, which may mean that resources related to rare keywords may not be found 
because Routing Indices uses a frequency threshold that discards topics with very few 
documents. Indices are not modified depending on the success or failure of a query, so 
there is no scope for improvement in query performance through learning.
Routing Indices relies on a network architecture where every node can be reached 
(possibly via a path consisting of several intermediate nodes) by every other node. If this 
level of connectivity is not maintained, resources may not be found because they are 
unreachable fiom a point in the network. There is also the potential for a high number of 
update messages to be generated, because when resources are introduced or removed, 
routing indices on every node in a path pointing to the node hosting the resource must be 
updated.
3.3 Comparison with Chord
Chord and similar single-layer DHTs do not directly provide any mechanism for lookup 
of name-value pair keywords where the name and value are split into separate 
components. Therefore, to provide a fair comparison with Chord we only discuss a 
timeline indexing standard single-word keywords.
Chord provides a mechanism for resource discovery with log2(7%) messages required for 
query processing and log2 ^(n) messages for updating routing information following a 
node joining the network in the worst-case. The number of messages to process a query 
in our system is dependant on the number of checkpoints in the timeline and the number 
of segments. For a query originating in a closed segment, the worst-case number of 
messages requned is j+2, where s is the number of segments. The constant 2 messages 
are required to locate a checkpoint and then hop to the newest (closing) checkpoint in the 
segment. For queries originating in the open segment, the worst-case number of 
messages required is c+j'4-2 where c is the number of checkpoints in each segment, since 
the query must be sent across each checkpoint in the open segment, then multicast to all
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other segments. In both cases we assume the query is not resolvable in the originating 
segment. To show improvement over Chord in the worst-case we must have:
c-H.y- l -2<log2(n)  (1)
where n is the total number of supernodes in the timeline.
Each time a supernode is added, a message is sent to the most recent checkpoint to update 
its pointer to the newest supemode. In total m-c of these will be sent in a segment, where 
m is the number of supernodes between segments. On creation of a checkpoint 
supemode, update messages are sent to the final checkpoint in each closed segment (j-1 
messages). Finally, when a segment is closed, each checkpoint is updated to point to the 
final checkpoint in the segment, using c messages. In total, the number of update 
messages to create a segment is c(m + ( 5' -1)) -I- c = c(m + s). It follows that the average
messages to create a supernode is — , = «ilii To show improvement°  ^ nodes m segment cm m ^
over Chord for adding nodes in the worst case, we must have:
< Iog2=(%) (2)
Utilising inequalities (1) and (2) together with c > s  (there cannot be less than one 
checkpoint per segment) and n = scm (the total supemodes in the network), we can 
derive paiameter values for which the timeline can show lower message costs for queries 
and updates than Chord.
As an example, a timeline consisting of n=5000 supernodes split across s=3 segments 
with c=l checkpoints and m=239 supemodes between each checkpoint would satisfy the 
above conditions, therefore yielding lower numbers of messages than Chord (~1 to insert 
a node and 12 worst-case query routing compai'ed to ~I51 worst-case for Chord to insert 
a node and 13 to route a query in the worst case).
Many such combinations of parameters are possible, but the expected size of the timeline 
(n) must be known before the network is built so they can be set correctly. In many 
scenarios it is impossible to know this, so the timeline must be adapted dynamically as it 
is built to ensure the message costs remain low.
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The worst-case scenario of hopping across each checkpoint in a segment to process a 
query only occurs for nodes that believe a supernode prior to the first checkpoint in the 
segment is the newest supemode. When queries are sent across the timeline, the querying 
node learns the address of a newer supemode. Timeline traversals begin from that 
supemode in future queries, so nodes which submit frequent queries will experience the 
smallest hop counts across the timeline. Although a query from a node that has not 
submitted a query recently will potentially have a greater number of hops, by its nature 
the node will not frequently send out queries into the timeline and therefore not add 
substantial numbers of messages to the overall network traffic. Additionally, once the 
node has queried, it will leam the address of the newest supemode and thus its queries 
will be routed more quickly in future.
Unlike in Chord, failure of certain nodes could currently sever the timeline. Extra routing 
information must be added to give each supemode increased knowledge of its 
environment, which will also give the side-benefit of traversal across the timeline in 
fewer messages. We envisage this will follow a similar scheme to Chord’s successor 
lists. Pointers to other segments will be distributed throughout the timeline, reducing the 
reliance on the closing node of each segment. Since the message cost of inserting a 
supemode into the timeline is small, an increase in update traffic as a result of 
maintaining extra routing information should not have a substantial impact on the system.
3.4 Worked Example
Node W wishes to join the network shown in Figure 22. It knows that node C is already a 
member of the network, so it retrieves copy of C’s Local Node Lookup Table (Figure 23). 
This contains all the information the node needs to begin querying the network.
Figure 22: Timeline worked example
keyword supemorje preference list
vortex A
voyage B
sounio D *
rs232 C
linux A
Figure 23: Node W Local Node Lookup Table
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However, Node W hosts a database containing temperature records and wishes to make 
this resource available on the network. To introduce the resource, it is first listed against 
its keywords in the node’s Local Resource Table (Figure 24).
keyword resource
temperature http://76 32 1 1 124/eurotemp?list
Figure 24: Node W Local Resource Table
The keyword ‘temperature’ must be associated with the node and published to the 
relevant supemode to allow the temperature records to be found. Supemode D is selected 
from the Local Node Lookup Table (being the newest supemode listed) and contacted in 
order to find the supernode responsible for ‘temperature’. This is not listed in D’s Local 
Node Lookup Table so the query is forwarded on through the Timeline following the 
pointer information, with the Local Node Lookup Table of each supemode visited being 
searched for a reference to temperature.
The query eventually reaches node U having followed the path D-^A->F^L->R->U. 
U’s Local Node Lookup Table does not include the keyword ‘temperature’ which means 
that, since U is the newest supemode and contains the most up-to-date list of keywords in 
the network (the network only contains a single segment and therefore the complete list of 
keywords held on node U), ‘temperature’ must be a new keyword.
Since node W introduced the first resource with the keyword, it becomes the supemode 
responsible for listing all resources associated with ‘temperature’. A Node Keyword 
Table is created to hold this information (Figure 25).
kr^word node
temperature W
Figure 25: Node W Node Keyword Table
W inherits node U’s Local Node Lookup Table and adds an entry to show itself as being 
the supemode for ‘temperature’ (Figure 26).
keyword supemode preference list
vortex A
voyage B
sounio D
streaming T
lightyear U
temperature W
Figure 26: New Node W Local Node Lookup Table
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As shown in Figure 27, a pointer from U to W is created and the current checkpoint 
supemode’s pointer is updated to point to W as being the newest supemode. A pointer is 
created from W to the most recent checkpoint (R).
Figure 27: Timeline after insertion of new supernode
The temperature database on node W can now be found by any node in the network. For 
example, node X (which is not a supemode within the timeline) searches for 
‘temperature’. It begins by searching its Local Resource Table to determine whether a 
matching resource exists locally. There are no suitable matches so it searches its Local 
Node Lookup Table (Figure 28) to find the supemode responsible for ‘temperature’.
keywoitl suffemode preference list
linux A Z.A.J
magnumforce G * G
cad E G, E. A, C. D, B. K  M
Figure 28: Node X Local Node Lookup Table
The keyword is not listed, so the query is sent to the most recent supemode known (node 
G). G’s Local Node Lookup Table does not contain a reference to ‘temperature’ either, 
so the query is sent first to the previous checkpoint (F), then onwards across the Timeline 
through checkpoints L and R before reaching node W.
W’s Local Node Lookup Table (Figure 26) is searched and an entry for ‘temperature’ is 
found, pointing to W as being the keyword’s supemode. Since the query is already on 
node W, it can immediately look up the keyword in the node’s Node Keyword Table 
(Figure 25). The list of nodes hosting resources associated with ‘temperature’ (in this 
case just W) is then retumed to node X. Node X can then add an entry for ‘temperature’ 
to its Local Node Lookup Table (Figure 29).
teywoKl supemode preference list #
iinux A Z.A.J
magnumforce G G
cad E G. E, A, C, D. B, K  M
temperature W * W
Figure 29: Revised node X Local Node Lookup Table
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The keyword’s supernode is listed as W and marked as the newest known supemode. 
Assuming that the temperature database is successfully accessed and used, node W will 
also be added to the preference list for ‘temperature’.
The entire search took 6 messages: 1 from X to G to enter the Timeline, 1 from G to F to 
return to the previous checkpoint, 3 to traverse the Timeline to reach the most recent 
supernode and then 1 to return the set of results to X.
However, subsequent searches for ‘temperature’ will take less messages since the 
supemode is now known and the addresses of nodes providing resources associated with 
the keyword are listed in the preference list. If the preference list remains valid, the next 
search will immediately return a result without any messages being consumed. If the 
preference Hst contained no valid entries, a message would be sent straight to W and an 
updated list of resource providers retumed, therefore resolving the query in 2 messages.
Additionally, future queries from node X will benefit since a more recent supernode 
(node W) is known by the node, providing a starting point closer to the end of the 
Timeline when queries containing keywords not listed in X’s Local Node Lookup Table 
are submitted.
3.5 Summary
We have demonstrated a method of providing a scalable resource discovery mechanism 
without the need for a single centralised index. We have shown that through selection of 
key parameters and only expanding the network when new keywords or values are added, 
nodes can be inserted and queries resolved in less hops than in DHT architectures such as 
Chord.
Keeping indexes of individual resources on the nodes hosting the resources provides a 
more fault tolerant and scalable solution than centralised approaches such as Napster. By 
imposing a certain amount of stracture, in the form of supemodes connected together on a 
timeline, we aie able to remove the need for flooding the network with queries and the 
associated time-to-live counters, a key requirement in systems such as Gnutella. We can 
guarantee to find all available resources (if necessaiy) as nodes always point towards the 
answer and there is a single point-of-contact for each keyword.
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However, to acliieve lower maintenance and lookup costs than in Chord, we must set 
several configurable parameters prior to the Timeline being built. These rely on an 
estimation of network size, which is not often possible in P2P environments. Therefore, 
in the next chapter we present an alternative model which overcomes this difficulty by 
building on the Chord model itself.
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Expansion
Chapter 2 discussed how lookup costs in DHT-based P2P networks are closely related to 
the number of nodes present in the network overlay. It was shown that in Chord on 
average a loolcup will take 161og(n) hops to reach the node hosting the value being 
searched. Reducing the number of nodes in the network overlay could therefore further 
reduce the message cost below the logarithmic bounds aheady seen.
Nodes aie automatically allowed to join the network overlay in the standard Chord 
protocol, whether they are useful (in terms of hosting active keyspace) or not. Instead, 
nodes could be given pennission to join only if the current nodes in the ring could not 
provide enough combined capacity to cope with the workload throughout the network.
In this chapter we present ROME (Reactive Overlay Monitoring and Expansion), an 
additional layer running above the standard Chord protocol allowing control over the size 
of the network overlay via the selection and placement of nodes within the Chord ring. 
ROME provides a monitoring process to detect overloaded nodes and actively seek either 
direct replacements or additional nodes to service the workload. ROME can also be used 
to remove underloaded nodes.
Our primary motivation is to provide a mechanism for controlling the size of the Chord 
ring to ensure it is the minimum size possible, therefore optimising the number of 
messages consumed when processing a loolcup.
4,1 System Model and Processes
ROME has been designed to provide extensions to the basic Chord protocol, whereby aU 
Chord processes will operate as originally defined and are oblivious to the existence of 
our layer. This should allow any implementation buüt on Chord to utilise ROME without 
substantial changes.
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a
CD n
P2P Application
P2P Network 
Overlay
ROME
Chord
Platform
Presentation
Session
Transport
Network
Data Link
Physical
Figure 30: ROME'S position in layer 7 of the OSI model
ROME exists on the Application Layer of the OSI Model (Figure 30). Below the P2P 
Application itself is the underlying P2P Network Overlay which may either run directly 
on top of the other OSI layers or on top of a platform such as JXTA [29]. Chord is one 
such Overlay. ROME can optionally be used between Chord and the P2P Application 
(which does not need to be aware of ROME either).
Figure 31 shows an example of the ROME architecture running on top of Chord. ROME 
runs on each machine in the network and consists of a set of processes (ellipses) and data 
structures (rectangles). Processes include a traffic analyser allowing us to monitor Chord- 
related network traffic without needing to modify the underlying Chord protocol, and 
actions to add, replace and remove nodes from the ring. ROME-related data structures 
store monitoring data, a copy of the node’s Chord data captured using the traffic analyser 
and ROME specific data such as the address of the bootstrap server (see section 4.1.1), 
the node’s capacity and locking information to prevent multiple actions being undertaken 
simultaneously on a single node.
ID=14 ROMEID=1
Standard Chord Ring Architecture
M achine
Chord
Lower layers
Server
D=57
ID=48
10=46
Requested Node Pod
C j t a f f i c  A n a ly s w ^ Monitoring data
( [ ] ^ ^ l a c e  N c d e ^ Chord data (copy)
< C [ ^ d d  N o d e ^ ^ Z )
Locking
Information
( Z ] ^ m o v e  Node^ZZ) Bootstrap Server address
Figure 31: ROME architecture and processes
ROME ensures the underlying Chord ring is of optimal size by monitoring the workload 
on each node using the traffic analyser and responding to node under or overload by 
adding, replacing or removing nodes. To determine whether a node is under or
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overloaded, lower and upper thresholds plus a target workload are defined for each node 
(Figure 32).
Underloaded Normal Overloaded
Zero Lower Threshold Target Current Upper Threshold Limit
Figure 32: Node workload/capacity measure
In real terms, this workload is a measure of memory (to store key and routing 
information) and processor time/cycles (for running the protocol processes). Depending 
on the implementation, these capacity values are either determined by the higher-level 
application or explicitly defined by the user of the machine.
Action is taken when the current workload is either over the upper threshold or below the 
lower threshold, with the aim of restoring the workload as closely as possible to the target 
workload.
4.1.1 Bootstrap Server
A new machine must know the address of an existing node that it can use to establish a 
connection with the network. New machines contact the bootstrap server, a well-known 
machine that lists the addresses of the nodes currently connected to the network. This is 
common in P2P networks (nodes must have a way of discovering how to join the 
network) but in ROME, rather than immediately supplying the new machine with the 
address of the existing network node and allowing it to join instantaneously, the addresses 
of machines that have requested to join the network are held on the bootstrap server (node 
pool). Instances of ROME running on nodes already in the ring send requests to the 
bootstrap server for the addresses of machines to add to the ring only as they are required.
The failure of the bootstrap server has no impact above the failure of a single server 
bootstrap mechanism in a standard Chord implementation. In both of these scenarios, the 
Chord ring remains functional as long as workload does not exceed capacity on each 
node, but additional nodes can no longer join or be replaced. In effect, in the absence of a 
bootstrap server a network running ROME simply degrades to the performance of a 
standard Chord implementation (also with a failed bootstrap mechanism).
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4.1.2 Message Structure and Types
Communication exists between instances of ROME imning on individual machines and 
also between these machines and the bootstrap server.
version type sen d er IP payload
Figure 33: ROME message structm e
The structure of ROME’S text-based messages is shown in Figure 33. In addition to the 
version number, IP address of the sender and message-specific payload, a type field 
indicates the category of each message. Messages can be one of 10 types sent between 
ROME and the Bootstrap server, as indicated in Table 2.
Table 2: Message types
1 Machine join request R ^ B tai’get and threshold workloads
2 Heartbeat R ^ B
3 Lock node request R-^R
4 Lock node response R ^ R lock successfiil/denied
5 Available machine query R->B current and target workload
6 Machine query reply B ^ R mode (add/replace) and node IP
7 Add to ring command R ^ R new node’s Chord ID
8 Remove request R ^ R current workload
9 Remove response R-^R response (OK/decline)
10 Unlock node command R-^R
To preserve the existing underlying Chord implementation intact, no direct 
communication takes place between ROME and Chord or vice versa.
4.2 Node Actions and Processes
As discussed above, when node underload or overload is detected, ROME attempts to 
take action to ensure workload is returned to within normal bounds. In the case of 
overload, ROME will attempt to either replace the affected node or add an additional 
node into the ring to take on some of the workload. In the case of underload, ROME wül 
attempt to remove the node fiom the ring. Thus the three ROME actions (discussed 
below) are add, replace and remove.
A node running ROME can be seen as being in one of tliree main states (Figure 34). 
Before it attempts to join the network or after it fails it is uninitialised. Upon joining the 
network it is placed in the node pool. It may then move between the pool and the Chord
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ring as a result of the tlii'ee ROME actions. (Note: A node may momentar ily exist outside 
both the pool and the ring when moving between the two states, but in the interests of 
preserving clarity this condition is not shown).
Join request replac^remove action
in pool
Node failure add/replace action
Nodefailun
uninitialised in ring
Figure 34: Node state diagram
While the node is in the ring it may have worldoad within normal bounds or be under or 
overloaded (Figure 35). It can move between a normally loaded state and either being 
under or overloaded through a decrease or increase in workload. From an overloaded 
state the node may once again become normally loaded through either a decrease in 
workload or a ROME add action. It may move from being overloaded to being in the 
pool as a result of a replace action and from being underloaded to being in the pool as a 
result of a remove action. Finally, it can become normally loaded after being underloaded 
by way of an increase in workload. A node may fail when it is in any state.
■Nodefailure-
.remove action-
-Join request-
Increase 
in workloadadd/replace 
■ action in ring: underloaded
uninitialised in pool
in ring; 
normally 
loaded
Decrease 
■in workload
Node failun Increase in workload
replace action
add
action
Node failure Decrease 
in workload
in ring: 
overloaded
'Node failure'
Figm e 35: Expanded node state diagram
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The process flow/litecycle of ROME running on an individual node is shown in Figure 
36. Nodes all begin as members of the node pool sending periodic heaitbeat messages to 
the bootstrap server (section 4.2.4). If they are required to join the Chord ring they will 
receive an add to ring command, at which point the Chord process will be started.
START
4->
No
Yes
Yes-No-
’ Within 
bounds Above ■ iJpperT
Yes
No'
Yes
Yes Below 
Lower T
YesNode locked? Is node/No Yes
Jocked^
No
No
Ye:
Yes
%neceiveb  ^
replacement X^node? /
juccessdi
accepts
jeques^
Received 
lode to a d d t
.^jur workloalK. 
+ predecessor's 
Upper T J /
Pause, then check 
node workload 
monitor
Kill Chord process
Calculate Chord 
ID and send add 
to ring command 
to new nodeSend replace/add 
request to 
Bootstrap Server
Pause, then send 
Heartbeat
Run Chord 
process with given 
Chord ID
Register with 
Bootstrap Server
Send successor a 
remove request 
messageSend accept 
request message
Send deny 
request message
Kill Chord process
Figure 36: Node process flowchart
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Whilst the node is in the ring ROME will periodically monitor the node’s workload 
status. If the workload is outside noimal bounds it wiU first seek to lock the node (section 
4.2.1) and then talce the requhed action (sections 4.2.2 and 4,2.3). Assuming the node is 
still in the ring once action has been taken, the node wiU be unlocked and the periodic 
monitoring repeated.
When a node is requhed to leave the ring ROME wiU stop the Chord process running on 
its host machine and then re-register the node with the bootstrap server and begin sending 
heartbeat messages, awaiting another command to join the ring once more.
Throughout ROME we exploit a property of Chord suggested in [60], that Chord will 
store a node’s keys on r nodes foUowing the node actually responsible for that key space, 
so that no information is lost if the node fails. Therefore, when ROME adds or removes 
nodes in the Chord ring, keys are automaticaUy migrated by the underlying Chord 
protocol. Although ROME could migrate the keys itself, the advantage of this approach 
means ROME does not need dii’ect access to any Chord data structures.
In the discussion below we refer to nodes communicating with their successor. The 
address of the relevant machine is discovered from the copy of the Chord routing 
information captured by the traffic analyser. We assume that if the successor has failed, 
ROME wUl use its copy of the standard Chord successor list to determine the node’s new 
successor and proceed using that in place.
4.2.1 Node Locking
Taking action to modify a node’s workload has the potential to influence the worldoad of 
the node’s immediate successor in the ring, so both the node and its successor must be 
locked before ROME actions can be attempted, thereby removing the likelihood of chain 
reactions and over-compensation. Placing the current node in control of the locking 
procedure and only seeldng to lock the successor prevents potential deadlock situations 
h'om occurring. Node locking pseudocode is shown in Figure 37 and Figure 38.
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TakeAction {
If NOT Me.Locked {Me.Locked = TrueSendMessage(to=me.successor, type=3) 
Response = GetMessage(type=4)
If Response = successful {
If Me.WorkloadStatus = overloaded { AddReplace()
SendMessage(to=me.successor, type=10) } else {
Remove()SendMessage(to=me.successor, type=10)
}Me.Locked = False 
} else {Me.Locked = FalsePause(Random_Exponential_BackOff)
)
}
}
Figure 37; Locking pseudocode for node taking action
ROMEReceiveTypeS £
If NOT Me.Locked {
M e .Locked = True
SendMessage(to=Message.Sender, type=4, [response=successful]) } else £
SendMessage(to=Messege.Sender, type=4, [response=denied])
]
}
ROMEReceiveTypelO £
Me.Locked = False
}
Figure 38; Locking pseudocode for successor
After identifying that action should be taken, ROME on the affected node will send a lock 
request (type 3) message to the node’s successor requesting that it locks itself. The 
successor checks to see if it is already locked (which would be the case if it were itself 
taking action). If it is cuiTently unlocked it will lock itself. A lock response (type 4) 
message is sent back to the affected node to inform it whether or not the lock was 
successful.
Assuming the lock was successful, the ROME attempts to take the required action to 
return the node workload to within normal bounds. The successor is then sent an unlock 
(type 10) message instmcting it to unlock itself. Finally the node unlocks itself and the 
monitoring process is restaited. If the successor could not be locked, ROME will pause 
for a random time period defined by a standard Exponential Backoff, then restart 
monitoring and retry as necessary.
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N o d e S u c c e s s o r
Lock
C heck if 
a lready  locked
B egin action  if 
s u c c e s s o r  lock  
s u c c e s s fu l
Unlock
Figiu*e 39: Lock/imlock message exchange
The message exchange is shown in Figure 39. If the attempt to lock the node’s successor 
was unsuccessftil then the exchange will end after the message passed from the successor 
to tlie requesting node.
4.2.2 Ring Expansion (Add and Replace Actions)
At first glance, the obvious action to take when a node is overloaded is to add additional 
capacity to the ring by expanding it though addition of an extra node from the pool of 
machines available listed on the bootstrap server. However, it may be that there is an 
available machine in the node pool with higher capacity that could cope with the 
overloaded node’s full workload. Since one of our goals is to keep the ring as small as 
possible, a diiect node replacement is preferable, with the addition of another node to 
share the current node’s worldoad as an option in circumstances where direct replacement 
cannot be accomplished.
Pseudocode demonstrating the action taken when a node is found to be overloaded is 
shown in Figure 40, Figure 41 and Figure 42 for the node taking action, the node being 
brought into the ring and the bootstrap server.
For ease of reading a simplistic node pool search routine is shown. In real 
implementations this would ordinaiily be replaced with a more efficient algorithm 
depending on the data structure employed, binary search [31] being one example.
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ROMEReceiveTypeS(ReqNodeWL, ReqNodeTarget, ReqActions) {
CandidateNode = null
// Check mean lifetime of pool nodes greater than threshold 
If NodePool.MeanLifetime > MeanPoolNodeLifetimeThreshold {// Search for Replacement Node SearchForWL = ReqNodeWL 
For Each node in NodePool {
If (node.UpperThresh > SearchForWL) AND (node.LowerThresh < SearchForWL) {
If ((node.UpperThresh <= CandidateNode.UpperThresh) OR (CandidateNode=null)) 
_ OR ((node.UpperThresh = CandidateNode.UpperThresh) AND 
_ (node.HBReceived/((Now0 -node.RegTime)/HBINTERVAL)) >_ (CandidateNode.HBReceived/((Now()-CandidateNode.RegTime)/HBINTERVAL))) { // Found a (better) candidate to replace node 
CandidateNode = node}
}
}
}
If CandidateNode != null {
// Send node details to requesting node
SendMessage(to=RequestNode, type=6, [mode=replace, node=CandidateNode.IPAddress]) // Remove node from node pool 
RemoveFromPool(CandidateNode)
} else {
// N o  replacement node found - search for node to add to ring instead BestMatchNode = null 
If ReqActions = add {SearchForWL = ReqNodeWL - ReqNodeTarget 
For Each node in NodePool {
If (node.UpperThresh > SearchForWL) AND (node.LowerThresh < SearchForWL) {
If ((node.UpperThresh <= CandidateNode.UpperTh) OR (CandidateNode = null)) _ OR ((node.UpperThresh = CandidateNode.UpperThresh) AND 
_ (node.HBReceived/((Now()-node.RegTime)/HBINTERVAL)) >
_ (CandidateNode.HBRec/((Now()-CandidateNode.RegTime)/HBINTERVAL))) {// Found a (better) candidate to add to ring CandidateNode = node
)} else {
If (((node.UpperThresh >= BestMatchNode.UpperT) OR (BestMatchNode =null))
_ AND (BestMatchNode.LowerThresh < SearchForWL)) OR 
_ ((node.UpperThresh = BestMatchNode.UpperThresh) AND 
_ (node.HBReceived/((Now 0 -node.RegTime)/HBINTERVAL)) >
_ (BestMatchNode.HBRec/((Now()-BestMatchNode.RegTime)/HBINTERVAL))) {// Node doesn't meet all criteria, but is the best match found so far BestMatchNode = node
}
}
}
}If CandidateNode != null {
SendMessage(to=RequestNode, type=6, [mode=add, node=CandidateNode.IPAddress,
_ nodelt=CandidateNode.LowerThresh, nodeut=CandidateNode.UpperThresh,_ nodetgt=CandidateNode.Target])
} else {
If BestMatchNode != null {
// Send details of best matching node
SendMessage(to=RequestNode, type=6, [mode=add, node=BestMatchNode.IPAddress,
_ node1t=BestMatchNode.LowerThresh, nodeut=BestMatchNode.UpperThresh,
_ nodetgt=BestMatchNode.Target])} else {
SendMessage(to=RequestNode, type=6, [mode=denied])}
Figure 40: Replace/add action pseudocode for bootstrap server
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AddReplace {
If AllNodeWorkloadFromSingleKey{) {
SendMessage(to=bsserver, type=5, [workload=my.current_wl, target=my.TargetWL, 
_ reqactions=replacel)} else {
SendMessage(to=bsserver, type=5, [workload=my.current_wl, target=my.TargetWL, 
_ reqactions=replace,add])}Response = GetMessage(type=6)If Response.mode i= denied {
If Response.mode = replace {
// Send a command to join the ring to the replacement node 
SendMessage(to=Response.IPAddr, type=7, [chord_id = m y .chord_id])
// kill Chord process running on current node 
system('kill %chord')// re-register in node pool
SendMessage(to=bsserver, type=l, [tgt=my.Target, lt=my.LowerT, ut=my.UpperT, 
_ IPAddr = m y .IPAddr]) 
m y .flags.inring = false } else {
// Work out how many keys to transfer to new node 
NewNodelD = m y .chord_id 
Do {NewNodelD = NewNodelD - 1
MyWorkload = CalcKeyWorkload(NewNodeID+1, my.chord_id)
NewNodeWorkload = CalcKeyWorkload(my.predecessor.chord_id +1, NewNodelD)
} until (MyWorkload < my.UpperT) AND (NewNodeWorkload > Response.LowerT))
// Send add to ring command to new nodeSendMessage(to=Response.IPAddr, type=7, [chord_id = my.chord_id])
}}}
Figm e 41; Replace/add action pseudocode for node taking action
R0MEReceiveType7(ChordID) {
// Start Chord on this machine with given Chord ID system('chord(ChordID)') 
my.flags.inring = true}
Figme 42; Replace/add action pseudocode for new node
When ROME has identified that a node is overloaded, it sends an available machine 
query (type 5) message to the bootstrap server containing details of the node’s current 
workload. The bootstrap server searches the node pool for the best quality available 
replacement machine which could take on this workload without being either under or 
overloaded. The best quality is determined by calculating the percentage of heartbeats 
received fiom the node since its initial registration:
„  r ,  • 7 HeartbeatsReceivedPercentageReceived =
Hearthemhmrval
As an example, suppose nodes A and B both registered at 1938800 seconds. The current 
time is 1942492 seconds and nodes should send a heartbeat message every 20 seconds. 
180 heaitbeats have been received from node A and 167 from node B. Therefore:
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More heartbeats have been received from node A, indicating it is more reliable than node 
B. Of course, this scheme for determining node quality could be replaced by 
implementers with something more specific to their particular' application.
Ties can be broken by selecting the node with the ear liest registration time. It has been 
shown [57] that probabilistically the longer a node has been online the more likely it is to 
remain active. Node uptime has been shown to follow a power-law distribution in the 
Gnutella network [61].
If the bootstrap server was able to find a suitable match, a query reply (type 6) message is 
sent back to the overloaded node containing the IP address of the machine that can 
replace it. The overloaded node sends an add to ring command (type 7) message to the 
new node notifying it of the overloaded node’s Chord ID, then kills the running Chord 
process and re-registers with the bootstrap server. Upon receiving the command, the new 
node starts running Chord with the ID given in the message. The underlying Chord 
protocol will pick up on the change of physical machine by way of the standaid stabilize 
routine.
Early simulations revealed that it was not always desirable to allow replace actions to be 
performed. They showed that when few nodes were available in the node pool, many 
replace actions were run but these failed to be as effective and generated laiger lookup 
message costs than immediately adding nodes into the ring (see Section 5.3.4 and 
reference Figure 97). Therefore, it is better to deny requests to replace nodes and directly 
seek a node to add to the ring in these conditions. The bootstrap server determines 
whether this is the case by comparing a threshold with the mean time that nodes have 
been registered in the node pool. Typically the mean pool node lifetime threshold should 
be equivalent to the length of the pause before a node checks whether it is 
under/overloaded. If the mean time nodes have been registered in the pool is below this, 
a replacement node should not be searched for.
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Assuming there aie sufficient nodes in the node pool and the bootstrap server finds a 
replacement node, message exchanges will be as shown in Figure 43.
B o o tstra p  S erver Q /e r lo a d e d  N o d e N ew  N o d e
Run Chord 
p r o cess
S to p  Chord 
p r o c ess  an d  re­
reg ister  in 
n o d e  pool
D etect
overload
R egister nod e  
in n od e  pool
Find
r ep la cem en t
node
Figure 43; Replace action message exchanges
If the bootstrap server is unable to find a machine in its node pool with sufficient capacity 
to take on the entire workload of the overloaded node, the second option of adding a new 
node to the ring to share the current node’s worldoad must be utilised. The node pool is 
seaiched again for a machine with an upper threshold above the overloaded node’s 
workload less its tai get.
It also keeps track of the node with the highest capacity in the pool, so that if a node 
cannot be found then this can be used to shift at least a portion of the workload of the 
overloaded node and at least paitially solve the problem. This is only ever used as the 
final option and allows for the maximum workload to be dealt with within the network, 
rather than keeping back useful nodes in the pool because they do not fully fulfil the 
criteria. Commonly this happens when there aie few nodes left in the node pool.
If a machine is found, the bootstrap server sends a reply (type 6) message back to the 
overloaded node with the IP address of the machine and removes it from the node pool. 
If a machine has not been found, the bootstrap server informs the overloaded node via a 
reply (type 6) message with the add/replace mode set to request denied.
Upon receiving a reply message with the IP address of a machine to add to the ring, 
ROME on the overloaded node must calculate the Chord ID to give to the new machine 
such that it takes on sufficient workload that the node is no longer overloaded. This is
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achieved by inserting the new node into the ring between the current node and its 
predecessor, giving the new node a Chord ID such that Predecessor_ID < 
New_Node Chord_lD < Current_Node_Chord_ID.
I Current Node (ID;197)preuyous/Kfesponsible for key space 164-197 (total workload = 1000) i
New n od e (10:186) resp on sib le  for key s p a c e  1 6 4 - 1 8 6  (30%  o f  
__________________________ old workload)___________________  I
Total workload = 3 0 0
Current n od e  (10:197) n o w  
resp on sib le  for key s p a c e  1 8 7 -  I  1 9 7  (70% o f  old workload) |
Total workload = 700
b d l jm □
key
tZ L LI
key
Figure 44; Example key transfer during node addition
The actual Chord ID is chosen by starting from the overloaded node’s Chord ID-1 and 
working backwards through the keyspace towards the current predecessor’s Chord ID+I, 
calculating the cumulative workload generated by each key. The process continues until 
the workload to be placed on the new node is above its Lower Threshold and the 
workload remaining on the overloaded node is below its Upper Threshold. Figure 44 
shows how 300 units of workload could be moved to a new node from the current node 
by (in the example) transferring keys 164-186 to the new node.
In rare circumstances where a single key is generating all the workload on the overloaded 
node, adding another node to the ring will not resolve the overload since individual keys 
are atomic and cannot therefore be split across multiple nodes in the standard Chord 
protocol. Before sending an add/replace request to the bootstrap server, a check is made 
on the overloaded node to determine whether this is the case. If it is, the bootstrap server 
is informed to only search for a replacement node, rather than either a replacement or an 
additional node.
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Run Chord 
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Figm-e 45: Add action message exchange
The message exchange for a successful add action is shown in Figure 45. The first 
message is the same as that shown in Figure 43. The bootstrap server searches firstly for 
a replacement node and, if that is not found, an additional node in response to the same 
message: it will not return a message notifying the overloaded node it failed to find a 
replacement and then expect another request message to seai’ch for an additional node 
instead. If an additional node cannot be found then the bootstrap server will send a 
request denied message back to the overloaded node instead of the new node’s IP address 
and the process will end.
4.2.3 Node Removal
The actions introduced above are mechanisms to cope with nodes becoming overloaded. 
However, it is also possible that workload may decrease to an extent that it is unnecessaiy 
to keep all nodes in the ring.
With our goal of keeping the ring size small and thus reducing the number of messages 
required to route lookups through the structuie, in this circumstance it would be apt to 
remove excess nodes from the ring. The removed node would be re-registered in the 
node pool so that it could be reused at a later time in a different ring position as required.
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Remove {
SendMessage(to=my.successor, type=8, [workload=current_wI])
Response = GetMessage(type=9)If Response=OK {
// kill Chord process running on current node 
system('kill %chord')
// re-register in node pool
SendMessage(to=bsserver, type=l, [target =my.TargetWL, lt=my.LowerThreshold, 
_ ut=my-UpperThreshold, IPAddr=my.IPAddress]) m y .flags.inring = false
}
}
Figure 46: Pseudocode for remove action on node taking action
ROMEReceiveTypeS(TheirWorkload) {
If (my-Current_WL + TheirWorkload) < my.UpperThreshold { 
SendMessage(to=my.predecessor, type=9, [response=OK])} else {
SendMessage(to=my,predecessor, type=9, [response=decline])
}
}
Figure 47: Pseudocode for remove action on successor node
Figure 46 and Figure 47 show the pseudocode for the remove action on the node taking 
action and the node’s successor. ROME on the underloaded node sends a remove request 
(type 8) message containing the node’s cuirent workload to ROME running on the node’s 
successor, then awaits a response.
Upon receiving a remove request message, ROME on the successor determines whether it 
can support the underloaded node’s workload in addition to its own without becoming 
overloaded (workload rising above its Upper Threshold). The successor replies with a 
remove response (type 9) message indicating whether or not the workload can be 
supported.
If ROME on the underloaded node receives a remove response message indicating the 
remove operation can take place, it fii'st kills the running Chord process and then sends a 
machine join request (type 1) message to re-register the node in the bootstrap server’s 
node pool.
The underlying Chord protocol will treat the node’s absence in the ring as a failure and 
modify the relevant finger tables and other routing information through the standard 
stabilization routine.
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Figure 48: Remove action message exchanges
Assuming the remove action is successful, the sequence of message exchanges will be as 
shown in Figure 48. If the successor cannot support the underloaded node’s workload in 
addition to its own then it will send a negative rather than positive response and the 
exchange will finish prior to the node’s details being re-registered with the bootstrap 
server.
4.2.4 Node Joins and Network Initialisation
As would be the case for a standaid Chord implementation which uses a server-based 
bootstiapping mechanism, a machine wishing to join the network contacts the bootstrap 
server. Om bootstrap server adds the address of the new machine in its node database, 
rather than providing the address of an existing network node. By preventing machines 
immediately joining the ring, we automatically filter out unreliable nodes that disconnect 
after a very short period.
When a ROME-enabled node wishes to join the network, it will send the bootstrap server 
a machine join request (type 1) message containing the capacity the machine is prepai ed 
to set aside for the network in the form of target and threshold values (calculated by 
ROME as percentages of the capacity made available).
On machines that have registered, ROME sends periodic heartbeat (type 2) messages to 
the bootstrap server. The time between heaitbeat messages is globally defined, allowing 
the server to evaluate and record the machine’s reliability. Many missed heartbeat
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messages indicate an iinieliable machine with low uptime. After a predefined number of 
heaitbeat messages have been missed, the machine can be removed from the node pool as 
it can be assumed it has gone offline.
Nodes sending lookups from outside the ring forward the lookup into the ring either by 
using the address of a known node that is already a member of the ring or by sending the 
lookup via the bootstrap server. Pool nodes can learn of ring nodes either through 
responses to previous lookups or via a message fr om the bootstrap server that can be sent 
periodically in response to node heartbeats. Extra selection criteria on the bootstrap 
server could be used to minimise the extra cost involved of forwarding external lookups 
by inserting pool nodes that query frequently in response to add action requests.
Prior to the initialisation of an instance of the network, a bootstrap server must be 
defined. (We assume here the bootslTap server is external to the network itself but in 
implementations a machine could of course run the relevant bootstrap server processes 
and also be eligible to become a network node). The bootstrap server staits with an 
empty node database. A machine wishing to join the network then contacts the bootstrap 
server. The ring is immediately created with this node, as per the standaid Chord process. 
Since no keys will have been stored at this point, the node ID cannot be determined using 
the methods outlined in section 4.2.2. Therefore, the initial node is given node ID 0. 
With the network initialised, the standard processes then continue as defined previously.
4.3 Worked Example
In this section we will show how ROME operates within a small example network shown 
below. For the purposes of the example the Chord nodes have a 6-bit identifier, giving a 
keyspace comprising 64 keys. The network is used as a distiibuted file store and its 
workload is measured in the amount of data stored.
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H. ID=?
J. ID=?
K, ID=? L ID=?
M, ID=?
NODE POOL
A, ID=0
G, ID=60 B, ID=5
C. ID=14F. ID=52
D. 10=23
E. ID=34
Figure 49: Initial network status
The initial status of the network is shown in Figure 49. Nodes A-G are currently in the 
Chord ring, with nodes H-M remaining in the node pool.
Node N wishes to join the network. It sends a type 1 message to the bootstrap server 
containing its target and threshold workload values in order to register within the node 
pool (Figure 50).
H, ID=?
J. ID=?
N, ID=?
K, ID=? L ID=?\
\ \ M. ID=?\
vO.2 Tgt=43,UT=78,LT=5 NODE POOL
A, ID=0
G, ID=60 i. ID=5
C, ID=14F, ID=52
D, ID=23
E. ID=34
Figure 50: Node join
Node N then begins sending periodic heartbeat (type 2) messages to the bootstrap server 
whilst awaiting an instruction to add itself to the ring.
During monitoring Node C discovers that the size of files it is storing has risen above its 
Upper Threshold. ROME locks the node and then attempts to lock its successor by 
sending a type 3 message to Node D (Figure 51).
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K, ID=?
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M, ID=? N. ID=?
NODE POOL
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G. 10=60 B, 10=5
E, 10=34 /
F, 10=52 10=14
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v 0 2 3 C
Figure 51; Node locking request
Node D receives the locking request from Node C. Since it is not currently locked it 
locks itself and then sends a type 4 message back to Node C indicating a successful 
request (Figure 52).
A 10=0
G, 10=60H, I0=? B. 10=5J, I0=?
|lO=14F. 10=52K, I0=? L I0=?
M, I0=? N, I0=?
0, 10=23NODE POOL
vO.2
Figure 52: Node locking response
Having received the notification of a successful lock on its successor, Node C can begin 
taking action to resolve its overload. After checking that its workload is not generated 
from a single key it sends a type 5 message to the bootstrap server containing its current 
(47Mb) and target (32Mb) workload values, requesting a node to either replace itself or 
an additional node to share its workload with (Figure 53).
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Figure 53: Add/replace request
The bootstrap server searches the node pool for a node which has an Upper Threshold 
above 47Mb and a Lower Threshold below 47Mb to replace Node C and have the 
workload being within the new node’s normal bounds. Both Node N and Node K are 
found to be suitable but a higher percentage of heartbeat messages have been received 
from N, indicating it has higher reliability. Node N is removed from list of available 
machines and its IP address is sent back to Node C via a type 6 message (Figure 54).
C, 10=14
A, 10=0
G. 0 = 6 0H, I0=? B. 0=5J. I0=?
F. 1 0 ^K, I0=? L I0=?o
M, I0=? o 0. 10=23NODE POOL % N. I0=?
mode=replce,nocle=N
Figure 54: Replace response
Node C receives the message and because it is a node replacement rather than addition 
immediately sends an add to ring command to Node N containing its Chord ID. Node C 
then terminates the Chord process running on its host machine and sends a type 1 
message to the bootstrap server to re-register itself within the node pool (Figure 55).
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Figure 55: Node replacement command
The add to ring command is received by Node N which prompts it to start the Chord 
process on its host machine with Node C’s old Chord ID 14. This inserts it into the ring 
at Node C’s old location (Figure 56).
e
H, ID=? o
J. ID=?e o
K, ID=? U ID=?w O
■ C. ID=?
A. ID=0
G, ID=60 B, ID=5
N, ID=14F, ID=52
D. ID=23
E ID=34
NODE POOL
Figure 56: Result of replace action
A large collection of files are deleted from the distributed tile store. Most of these had 
filenames which hashed to keys lying between 15 and 23, causing the monitoring process 
on Node D to detect that it has become underloaded. Node D sends a lock request 
message to its successor and, since it is not already locked, receives successful response 
in return. D sends its current workload (2Mb) in a type 8 remove request message to 
Node E (Figure 57).
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K  ID=0
G, ID=60H, ID=? B, ID=5J. ID=?
N. ID=14F, ID=52K, ID=? U ID=?
C, ID=?
ID=23NODE POOL
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Figure 57: Remove request
Node E checks its current workload (32Mb), adds D’s workload to this and compares it 
against its Upper Threshold to see whether it can take on the additional workload without 
becoming overloaded itself:
32 + 2  < 43Mb
It finds this new workload would still be below its Upper Threshold so sends back a type 
9 message accepting Node D’s request (Figure 58).
A, ID=0
G. ID=60H, ID=? B, ID=5J, ID=?
N. ID=14F, ID=52K, ID=? U ID=?
C, ID=?
ID=23NODE POOL
E, ID=34
v 0 2 9 E response=OK
Figure 58: Response to remove request
Node D receives E’s response and terminates the Chord process running on its host 
machine, removing itself from the ring. It then sends a type 1 message to the bootstrap 
server to re-register in the node pool (Figure 59). The Chord protocol handles transfer of 
the keys Node D was responsible for over to Node E which takes on these additional files.
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Figure 59: Result of node removal
After a time, ROME on Node F detects that it has become overloaded. After successfully 
locking Node G, F sends its current (87Mb) and target (61Mb) workloads to the bootstrap 
server, requesting a node to either replace it or share its workload (Figure 60).
A, ID=0
G, ID=60H, ID=? K a  D, !□=? 
J. ID=?
B, ID=5
o N, ID=14ID=52K. ID=? L. ID=?o o
C, ID = ? y /
NODE POOL ^ 
/ E>W?=34
v 0 2 5 F wl =87,tgt=61,act=ra
Figure 60: Add/remove request
The bootstrap server searches for a suitable replacement node but none are found. It then 
calculates how much workload must be removed from the current node to reduce it to its 
target workload (87-61=26Mb) and searches for a node that could take on this excess. 
With a Lower Threshold of 4Mb and an Upper Threshold of 32Mb, Node K is found to be 
suitable. K is removed from the pool and its details are sent back to Node F through a 
type 6 message (Figure 61).
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Figure 61 : Details of node to add
Node F must then determine the Chord ID to give to Node K. Analysis of P’s current 
keyspace is shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Worked example - Node F keyspace
52 4 4
51 3 7
50 2 9
49 7 16
48 6 22
47 0 22
46 0 22
45 4 26
44 2 28
43 I 29
42 11 40
41 8 48
40 12 60
39 3 63
38 9 72
37 7 79
36 3 82
35 5 87
Moving through the keyspace. Node F finds that if the keyspace is split between key 39 
and 38, it will be left with 63Mb of workload (within its Upper Threshold of 69Mb). The 
remaining workload totals 24Mb which is between Node K’s Lower and Upper 
Thresholds. Therefore, Node K’s Chord ID will be 38. A type 7 message is sent to K 
informing it of its Chord ID and instructing it to join the ring (Figure 62).
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Figure 62: Node add
Node K starts the Chord process on its host machine, joining the ring with Chord ID 38.
4.4 Summary
We have described ROME, a layer to control node joins and processes to monitor and 
alleviate problems caused by under and overloaded nodes, constructing smaller than 
standard Chord rings with the benefit of smaller messaging costs throughout the network. 
Although we add additional functionality to the bootstrap server, this is only utilised for 
node join and replacement functions. As with a standard Chord implementation, the ring 
is still capable of performing its core functions if the server becomes unavailable.
As discussed in Chapter 2, many extensions and modifications to the standard Chord 
protocol have been proposed, several of which share our aim of reducing the number of 
hops required to process a lookup. However, to our knowledge none of these do this by 
controlling the expansion of the Chord ring itself. In fact, ROME is complementary to 
these extensions. Using them together may provide even greater message savings.
In addition to minimising lookup traffic, ROME also provides other benefits over 
standard Chord. Node IDs are uniformly distributed around standard Chord rings, 
assuming uniform workload per key even though some keys may be substantially more 
popular (the “Britney Spears” phenomenon -  the singer regularly appears at the top of 
lists of most popular search engine queries, generating substantially more searches than 
other keywords). Using ROME, nodes are given IDs to place them in areas of the ring 
where they can support overloaded nodes rather than in a random position where they 
may not contribute to a solution. Since nodes with short lifetimes/high probability of
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failure can increase the rate of lookup failures, ideally only the best machines should 
become members of the ring. ROME enables the selection of only the highest quality 
nodes to join the ring since it does not indiscriminately allow them to become a member 
of the overlay as with Chord.
In the next Chapter we evaluate the effectiveness of ROME, establishing whether the 
layer we have described above can reduce lookup messages when compared to a standard 
Chord ring. Through simulations we explore the vaiious ROME and network parameters 
and their effects on the savings that can be achieved.
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5 Evaluation
In the previous chapter we described the architecture and processes of ROME, 
introducing the concept of the node pool on the bootstrap server and describing the add, 
replace and remove actions. In this chapter we conduct a series of calculations and then 
simulations to demonstrate the effectiveness of ROME. Following a comparison of a 
standard Chord ring with a ROME-enabled Chord ring, we look at the effects of each of 
the standar d ROME parameters on the performance of the ring in terms of the number of 
messages consumed to process each lookup and the number of queries successfully 
completed.
5.1 Proof of Concept
Reiterating what we have discussed in previous chapters, the size of a Chord ring has a 
direct relationship to the number of hops required for a lookup: As shown in [60], the 
number of hops needed to lookup a key in a static Chord ring where all finger table 
entries are correct is log2 (n) in the worst case and 1 6 1 og2 (n) on average, where n is the 
number of nodes in the ring. Therefore, it is obvious that lookups will take fewer hops in 
the average and worst cases in a smaller ring. For example, consider two rings, one of 
which holds a nodes and the other contains b nodes. If a<h then it must hold that 
log2 (a)<log2 (6 ) and &61og2(a)<&61og2(6). As we have said before, this theoretical 
calculation forms the basis for ROME.
5.1.1 Chord Simulation
Before experimenting with ROME itself, it is important to understand the impact of 
smaller rings on the ability to resolve queries under failure conditions to ensure that, 
whilst we show improvement in messaging costs, we ar e not adversely afiecting the fault 
tolerance of the system.
To analyse this we have used p2psim [49], a fieely available simulator for peer-to-peer 
protocols, to simulate lookups in different sized Chord rings constmcted of nodes with 
varying mean lifetimes. Each simulation was run for 4000 seconds, with a mean of 10 
seconds between lookups. The stabilisation process was run approximately every 200
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seconds. In each case, the percentage of correct lookups was averaged over ten 
simulation runs. The results are plotted in Figure 63.
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Figure 63: Effect of ring size on lookups under failure conditions
It can be seen that the size of a ring has minimal effect on the number of successful 
lookups. Small differences can be observed, showing smaller rings exhibit slightly better 
fault tolerance. This may be because a small ring will take less time to re-stabilise than a 
larger ring following a node failure, since there will be fewer distinct finger table entries 
which must be corrected.
Another, more obvious observation is the impact that low quality nodes (nodes with short 
lifetimes) can have on the ring. Using ROME we are able to select nodes to join our ring, 
giving the opportunity of selecting high quality nodes to maximise the number of 
correctly resolved queries. [57] shows that heterogeneity between nodes in current peer- 
to-peer networks can be extreme. Therefore, selection of a small number of high quality 
nodes should lead to a lower average probability of node failure within the ring as a 
whole, compared with a larger ring containing more heterogeneous nodes.
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Figure 64: Effect of dynamic conditions on mean hop count
If we plot the mean hop count for successful lookups, it is clear that smaller rings still 
generate fewer messages than their larger counterparts (Figure 64). In our simulations, 
the mean hop count for successful lookups remains very similar to the V2\og2{n) 
calculation for the average case for static rings.
5.1.2 Preliminary Calculations
Next, we show a simplified example of how we can theoretically achieve a reduction in 
ring size using ROME’S add action.
Assume we have a pool of 1 million available machines each offering a maximum of 100 
units of capacity, with the upper threshold capacity set at 95%. A standard Chord ring 
would automatically contain all of these nodes, thus its total capacity would be 
lOOmillion units. In a ring running ROME, the available machines would be held at the 
bootstrap server until they were required.
We increase network-wide workload, assuming that additional nodes will be added to the 
ring running ROME as the workload exceeds the existing ring capacity. For this initial 
proof of concept, only ROME’S add node process is utilised. Evaluation of the other 
processes is presented further below.
Figure 65 plots the percentage ring capacity utilisation, the ring size (number of nodes) 
and mean hops per query (using the V2 log2 («) calculation from above for a static network) 
for both the standard Chord ring and the ring running our protocol.
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Figure 65: Theoretical comparison of standard Chord against ROME
Total ring capacity is more effectively utilised when using ROME, principally because 
the ring size is controlled, only growing when necessary. Therefore, the capacity 
utilisation remains roughly constant around 95% (the individual node’s threshold 
capacity). In turn, the ring size has an effect on the mean hops around the ring to resolve 
lookups. By keeping the ring small, we reduce the number of hops thereby reducing the 
messages transmitted throughout the network.
The results show that in general, where the total capacity provided by available machines 
vastly exceeds the network-wide workload, running ROME can theoretically create 
smaller sized rings consuming less messages than using an uncontrolled Chord ring.
5.2 Simulation
In the study and evaluation of ROME there are an almost infinite number of graphs to 
plot, properties to analyse, combinations of parameters to experiment with and scenaiios
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to try. Presented below is an analysis of what we see as the most pertinent experiments, 
while we remain conscious that exploration of the full evaluation space has not been 
achieved. It is hoped that what is shown is enough to convince the reader of the 
applicability of ROME, and that they may be encouraged to try it and explore other things 
themselvesf
5.2.1 Simulator
In order to have full contiol over the experiments and statistics captur ed, a simulator was 
built in Perl. The simulator supports two Chord rings, one emulating a standard 
implementation of Chord and one emulating a Chord ring with ROME running on top. 
This allows a direct comparison of ROME with standard Chord and the benefits or 
increased costs to be explored.
The simulator reads a control file which specifies events to be executed (Table 4) and 
when the internal simulation time clock should be advanced. Node failures are randomly 
distributed between ring nodes and pool nodes, such that each node has an equal 
probability of failur e.
Table 4; Simulation events
starttimer Start simulation timer and begin statistics collection
clocktick Advance simulation timer/run clock tick events such as 
node heartbeats, Chord stabilization routines
failnodes n Simulate n node failures in both rings
joinnodes n Add n nodes to the Chord ring/ROME node pool
addrandom n Distribute an additional n units of workload randomly 
throughout the keyspace
removerandom n Remove n units of workload randomly fi'om the 
keyspace
endsim Finish the simulation run
An additional file specifies a set of parameters, such as the initial number of nodes, 
minimum and maximum node capacities, node tar get and thr eshold values, the number of 
lookups to execute each iteration and how often stabilization procedures should be run.
 ^Simulator code and a variety of otlier resources can be obtained from http://www.jamessalter.me.uk/rome/
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A  number of statistics are calculated throughout each simulation run and written to a CSV 
file to be imported into Microsoft Excel for data analysis. These form the basis for the 
results shown in the sections below.
5.2.2 Initial Simulation
The initial experiment was designed to expose the salient properties of ROME. It was 
designed to provide a comparison between a network running a standard Chord ring and a 
network running a Chord ring managed by ROME. This allows the gains and 
deficiencies of ROME to be tested against a known baseline. The default parameters 
chosen are set out in Table 5 and are described below where additional explanation is 
deemed useful.
Table 5: Default simulation parameters
1 Ring/network parameta's ^  ]
Nodes 1000
Keys 10000
Successor list size 10
Minimum Node Capacity 100 units
Maximum Node Capacity 400 units
Node failures per tick 10
Node joins per tick 10
ROME parameters
Lower Threshold 5%
Upper Threshold 95%
Target Workload 50%
Monitoring interval 10 ticks
Mean Node Lifetime disable replace 2 ticks
threshold
1 Messaging parameters ^  |
Lookups per clock tick 500
Lookups per workload unit 10
n.fix_fingers calls per clock tick 1
Ticks between «.stabilize calls 1 tick
Ticks between «.check_predecessor calls 1 tick
Ticks between heartbeats 1 tick
Experiments previously carried out by Stoica et al [60] to test the operation of Chord set 
the network size at 1000 nodes and churn (the rate of node joins/failures) at 
approximately 10 failures and 10 joins. These values appear sensible and this has been 
verified by the research community through the publication of Stoica et al’s work.
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Additionally, even though simulation of low level details (packet loss, protocol 
overheads, etc) is not attempted, regularly simulating much larger ring sizes would not 
yield results in a timely manner because of the increase in processing requiied. However, 
section 5.5 below shows how ROME performs in networks of larger size. The 
performance of the model with the network under different rates of churn is analysed in 
section 5.3.6.
1000 nodes were available to each network from the beginning of the experiment. As 
such there is no gradual “build-up” as the network is “born”. To achieve this, all nodes 
were immediately added to the Chord network and a single node was added to the Chord 
ring in the ROME network with the other 999 nodes added to the node pool. To prevent 
the ROME network from having an imfair advantage in terms of maintenance messages, a 
frill round of stabilization was caiTied out prior to the experiment beginning or 
measurements being taken.
The unit of measuiement for node capacity and workload will vary depending on the 
nature of the application the underlying Chord ring is being used for. As these 
simulations are not application-specific, but instead attempt to analyse how ROME 
performs in a variety of scenarios, the type of unit for capacity and workload remains 
unspecified. In this initial experiment, nodes aie given a random capacity uniformly 
distributed between 100 and 400 units. This allows for variation in capacity and thus 
analysis of the performance of the replace operation. Experimentation with node capacity 
is undertaken in section 5.3.5.
The ROME-specific node thresholds have been set to create small buffers before nodes 
ai'e truly overloaded/at zero workload: A node will be considered underloaded if its 
workload falls below 5% of its total capacity. An upper tlneshold has been set at 95% of 
the node’s capacity (the point above which it is considered overloaded). To maintain 
symmetiy, the ideal tai*get workload is set at 50% node capacity. The role of each 
parameter is studied in sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2.
To prevent too many changes to the ring taking place concmiently, nodes aie permitted to 
check their status and attempt to perform an action (if requiied) at set time intervals. In 
this experiment, the monitoring interval has been set to 10 clock ticks, although this is 
varied to see the effects in section 5.3.3.
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Replace requests from nodes ai e denied if the average time nodes have been members of 
the bootstrap server’s node pool is less than 2 ticks. A demonstration of the need for this 
dynamic availability is given in section 5.3.4.
Nodes call their frx_frngers, stabilize and check_predecessor routines once every clock 
tick. With 10000 keys, each node’s finger table will contain Iog2(l0000) « 14 entries. 
Therefore, all nodes will be frilly stabilised a maximum of 14 clock ticks after the last 
change in the network.
500 lookups aie randomly generated and executed each clock tick. This allows for the 
calculation of the mean number of messages required to process a lookup and the 
percentage of successfully completed lookups per tick.
The assumption that the volume of queries will remain constant as network workload 
varies is valid for certain applications. For example, in a ring being used to support a 
publish-subscribe network where workload is defined as the amount of messages stored 
by each node and lookups as users checking for new messages, the number of messages 
held for a group does not necessai ily correlate with the number of members of that group. 
However, for other classes of application such as distributed databases where workload is 
defined as the processing required to deal with a seai'ch query, volume of lookups and 
workload generated are more closely correlated. Alternative measui'ements are shown 
below for cases where the number of queries is proportional to the network workload. In 
the initial experiment, it was assumed that 10 lookups were generated per unit of 
network-wide workload.
During the experiment the network workload was var ied over time as shown in Figure 66. 
This distribution was decided upon because it allows the experiment to show how the 
ROME-enabled network behaves under several conditions.
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Figure 66: Workload variation
The workload is vaided by differing amounts (Figure 67) to show how effectively ROME 
can cope with vaiious speeds of workload change. The combination of pealcs allows 
ROME’S operation to be demonstrated under normal ciicumstances, when workload is 
increased to the network’s physical capacity and when workload is constant.
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Figure 67: Change in workload per time tick
The major goal of ROME is to reduce the number messages requiied to process queries in 
Chord. As shown in Figure 68, ROME laigely achieves this although there aie some 
minor fluctuations above Chord aiound time 4000 (when workload is 75%) and time 
8500 (again, when workload is over 75%). It is reasonable to assume that network
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owners may wish to consider whether running ROME is appropriate if they expect their 
network’s workload to consistently approach ring capacity.
The light blue and tan lines show the actual percentage recorded at each iteration, while 
the darker blue and red lines plot a 50-point moving average of the data. This scheme is 
repeated throughout the rest of the thesis as applicable, with colour keys on each chart 
showing the colour of data plotted in a small shaded box with a line through it indicating 
the colour of the 50 point moving average line applied to it.
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Figure 68; Mean number of messages per successful query
The volume of message savings can be seen in Figure 69, where 500 lookups have been 
run per clock tick. As seen above, there are some very short periods where more 
messages are consumed processing the queries in the ROME-enabled ring, but the 
increased message cost is not substantial (under 100 messages over the 500 queries per 
iteration).
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Figure 69: Lookup message savings over equivalent Chord ring
The cumulative effect of these savings can be seen in Figure 70. In the case of our 
experiment these savings are substantial, with 7.7million lookup messages saved by the 
end of the simulation run. These numbers are unique to our experiment and will vary 
depending on the workload characteristics and other set parameters of a particular 
network, but the underlying trend is promising for other scenarios.
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Figure 70: Cumulative lookup message savings over equivalent Chord ring
Figure 71 plots the query message savings if we assume that the number of queries 
submitted in a clock tick is proportional to the current workload placed upon the network.
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In this experiment it was assumed that 10 lookups were submitted per unit of workload 
present.
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Figure 71: Proportional query message savings
This presents a different view than that of the message savings shown in Figure 69. 
Whereas previously the greatest message savings were achieved when there were few 
nodes present in the ring (around clock tick 6000 for example), there is little to be gained 
here because so few queries are submitted at that point since the workload is also low.
The increased costs around clock ticks 4000, 8500 and 9500 seen above are present but 
larger. This swell is due to so many queries being submitted at these points: A large 
number of nodes are present and also a high workload. Between clock ticks 8500 and 
9500 message savings are seen once again. The replace action has been disabled here 
(see section 5.3.4) so fewer changes are made to the ring. This allows nodes to keep more 
accurate finger tables which in turn promotes faster routing of more queries.
Cumulative savings are plotted in Figure 72, showing the overall effects of the savings 
and costs shown above. Overall, substantial savings are made during the experiment. 
Small dips are seen around clock ticks 4000 and 8500, but the message savings at other 
time periods more than compensate for these.
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Figure 72: Cumulative proportional query message savings
One of the key functions of ROME is its management of the size of the underlying Chord 
ring. The potential message savings are directly derived from this. The number of nodes 
in the network running Chord and the network running ROME at every clock tick 
throughout the experiment is shown in Figure 73.
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Figure 73: Variation in number of nodes in each ring
As expected, the number of nodes in the Chord network remains constant throughout 
since no management of the volume of nodes is included in the standard Chord protocol. 
In contrast, in ROME the number of nodes varies with the change in network workload.
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The number of nodes in the ROME-managed ring never reaches 1000 because of the 
effects of node churn. Whereas nodes are immediately added to the Chord ring when 
they join, with a ROME-managed network these nodes are first added to the node pool. 
Therefore, with 10 node failures and 10 node joins per clock tick, at most approximately 
980 nodes will be present in the ROME ring with another 20 remaining in the node pool. 
The simulator’s method of handling time assumes that only one event can take place on a 
node per time tick. Thus, a node that has joined the pool is not available for adding to the 
ring until the following cycle.
In the ROME-enabled network, all nodes aie added to the ring (with the exception as 
described above) when the network-wide workload approaches 75% of the total capacity 
of all the available nodes, due to the natuie of the attempt to keep workload between the 
lower and upper thresholds centred around the tai'get workload rather than at the upper 
boundary.
A small fluctuation in the number of nodes can be seen even when the workload is kept 
constant at the end of the experiment (from approximately clock tick 11500). This again 
is due to node churn: Failures cause some nodes to disappear' from the ring and
sometimes better nodes aie available in the pool to provide replacements for these due to 
higher capacity nodes joining the network. This results in the workload of two or more 
failed nodes being supported by a single replacement. The opposite also applies, being 
that sometimes extra nodes must be added to the ring due to a single replacement node 
not being available. Figure 102 in section 5.3.6 shows that when no node churn is 
present, the number of nodes in the ROME managed ring remains constant at this stage in 
the experiment.
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Figure 74: Workload status of Chord ring nodes
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Figure 75: Workload status of ROME ring nodes
Figure 74 and Figure 75 show the workload status of nodes in the Chord and ROME rings 
respectively throughout the experiment. ROME appears more capable of dealing with 
node overload than the comparable Chord ring. Throughout the experiment the vast 
majority of ROME-enabled nodes are normally loaded, with some experiencing workload 
between their Upper Threshold (UT) and the node’s physical workload limit and very few 
experiencing workload below their Lower Threshold (LT).
Minimal nodes are overloaded while workload is below 75% of available capacity 
whereas a substantial number of nodes are overloaded in the Chord ring when workload
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increases above 25% of capacity (approximately 10% of Chord nodes are overloaded 
when workload is at 25%). When network-wide workload is at 100% of available 
capacity, a maximum of around 250 ROME nodes are overloaded in comparison with 
approximately 400 Chord nodes.
Figure 76 shows the percentage of lookups that were successfully completed each clock 
tick in the Chord and ROME-enabled rings.
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Figure 76: Successful lookups completed in each ring
As can be seen, ROME has a lower percentage of successfully routed lookups than Chord 
throughout the experiment (apart from around time 6(X)0 when ROME only has one node 
in the ring and thus all lookups can be processed on that node).
The ability to route lookups is most unstable when the ROME ring contains very few 
nodes. A change in the ring has much higher impact here since the probability that a 
lookup will pass through any one node in the ring is much higher.
We can define a successful lookup as a query which was successfully routed from the 
starting node to the node hosting the key being searched for. However, a successful 
query is a successful lookup that can also be answered by the destination node. 
Overloaded nodes are forced to drop queries they cannot handle so even though a query 
reaches the destination, it may not be successfully processed. Figure 77 plots the 
percentage of queries that were successfully resolved by the two rings at each clock tick 
during the experiment.
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Figure 77: Percentage of queries successfully resolved
Due to ROME’S management of node overload, the ROME-enabled ring exhibits a lower 
percentage of failed queries than Chord for the majority of the experiment, except where 
only a small number of nodes exist in the ring. Much of the failure there is due to routing 
failure as discussed above.
However, since these failures occur when the ring is small and thus the number of 
messages taken to process them is also small (see Figure 68 and discussion below), it 
could be argued that they could be re-run without incurring an exceptional cost.
In order for ROME-enabled rings to truly provide message savings over standard Chord 
rings, the lookup message savings as shown above must not be at the expense of 
increased maintenance message cost. Maintenance messages include those generated by 
the standard Chord join and stabilisation routines, plus ROME-specific messages used to 
transmit the necessary data and instructions for actions to be performed and heartbeat 
messages sent to the bootstrap server from nodes currently residing outside the ring. The 
maintenance costs of the ROME-enabled ring and the equivalent Chord ring are shown in 
Figure 78.
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Figure 78: Maintenance cost
The total cost of ROME actions plus maintaining the underlying Chord ring is 
consistently less than the maintenance cost of standard Chord. The cost includes 
heartbeat messages (one every clock tick for every node in the bootstrap server’s node 
pool), meaning ROME’S minimum maintenance cost lies at approximately 1000 
messages rather than at zero as might initially be expected.
Having seen how ROME performs in terms of the metrics we selected (see section 1.2.1), 
we can also look at the frequency that each action is performed in order to understand 
more fully the internal operation of the model.
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Figure 79: Frequency of add actions
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Figure 79 shows the number of nodes added to the ring in response to add requests each 
clock tick. As would be expected, this follows a similar pattern to the change in network 
workload. Just prior to the ring containing all available nodes, a large increase in the rate 
of additions can be seen. Nodes are selected from the node pool in response to an add 
action which have capacity to take on the overloaded node’s additional workload. 
However, if no node with enough capacity is present, the best node is selected instead and 
added to the ring to at least help with part of the workload. This second clause has the 
side effect of the low quality nodes remaining in the pool all being added to the ring as it 
reaches its maximum size.
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Figure 80: Frequency of replace actions
The frequency of replace actions is shown in Figure 80. As might be expected, an 
increase in replace actions is seen as the ring grows bigger and workload is increasing, 
since more nodes will be requesting replacements. Sharp drops in the number of replaces 
being performed can be seen around clock tick 800 and 2300, coinciding with reductions 
in workload at these points. Since the replace action is performed in response to overload 
conditions, this is sensible. At this stage, some nodes may still be overloaded or become 
overloaded due to the failure of their neighbouring nodes and therefore the rate of 
replaces does not drop to zero.
Requests from nodes to be replaced are denied by the bootstrap server around clock ticks 
4000 and 9000 (see section 5.3.4), explaining the absence of any actions taking place
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during those times. A short-lived surge in replace actions can be seen once the replace 
action is re-enabled.
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Figure 81: Frequency of remove actions
The frequency of remove actions (Figure 81) is perhaps the most surprising of the three. 
Remove actions are only triggered as the network workload decreases, but the number of 
times the action is performed is very small. Remove actions can only be performed when 
a node is underloaded and its successor is sufficiently lightly loaded to take on the node’s 
remaining workload. This situation appears to be quite rare.
Most node removal actually occurs due to churn, as is borne out by the experiment in 
section 5.3.6. The workload of failed nodes must be dealt with more often through 
replacement of their successor rather than the addition of a replacement node, accounting 
for the reduction in ring size seen above. On its own, the remove action appears to be 
pessimistic in its approach.
However, it is sensible to have a cautious removal scheme: Add/replace actions must be 
performed because user queries are being dropped. However, node removal is different. 
Although reduction in ring size will reduce the number of messages required to answer 
user queries, keeping the node in the ring will not harm the percentage of successful user 
queries. Also, is better to be sure that the node should be removed rather than to remove 
it too quickly and then have to add it straight back due to workload fluctuations.
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5.3 Effects of Parameters
Above we compared ROME with Chord and have seen its various benefits and costs. 
Now we look at the contribution and effects of both the ROME-specific parameters 
(upper and lower thresholds, target, monitoring interval and switching off of the replace 
action) and of external factors (variation in node capacity, churn rate).
Throughout this section, simulation parameters were kept identical to those listed in Table 
5 and used in the experiment above apart from the parameter under observation, which 
was changed as described in the relevant subsection.
5.3.1 Thresholds
The thresholds are one of the most important ROME parameters because it is only after a 
node’s workload crosses one of these boundaries that any action is requested. In this 
experiment we look at the contribution each threshold makes, initially separately and then 
both combined.
Effect of Lower Threshold
If a node’s workload is below the node’s lower threshold, a remove action will be 
requested. The different lower threshold values tested in this experiment are shown in 
Table 6.
Table 6: Changes to parameters for simulation modifying lower threshold
Param eter Value
Lower Threshold 5% / 25% / 45%
The number of nodes in the ROME-enabled ring is plotted in Figure 82 for each of the 
tested threshold values. The smallest ring size was attained when the lower threshold was 
set at 45%, initially indicating that a high lower threshold is desirable.
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Figure 82; Number of nodes in ring (alteration of lower threshold)
However, the percentage of successful queries (Figure 83) and mean number of messages 
per successful query (Figure 84) shows that the reverse is true for the majority of the 
experiment: The lower threshold should be small to maximise the number of queries that 
can be successfully completed and minimise the number of messages required to route 
them. Interestingly, a high lower threshold yields a better success rate when the network 
workload nears the maximum capacity, although this is much worse under normal 
conditions.
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Figure 83: Percentage of successful queries (alteration of lower threshold)
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Figure 84: Mean messages per successful query (alteration of lower threshold)
Effect of Upper Threshold
Nodes request replace/add actions once their workload exceeds their upper threshold. In 
this experiment the upper threshold was altered as shown in Table 7.
Table 7: Changes to parameters for simulation modifying upper threshold
Parameter Value
ROhŒ parameters
Upper Threshold 95%/7 5 9 b /559%
The number of nodes in the ROME ring is shown in Figure 85 for each upper threshold 
tested. The effects of altering the upper threshold are clearly more dramatic than when 
altering the lower threshold. When the upper threshold is low, nodes must be added to 
the ring faster and cannot be removed so quickly as when the upper threshold is set high.
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Figure 85: Number of nodes in ring (alteration of upper threshold)
Figure 86 shows the mean number of messages per successful query follows a similar 
trend, with a low upper threshold generating the highest number of messages throughout 
most of the simulation and a high upper threshold generating the smallest. This is 
reversed for a small time period when all nodes have been added to the ring, with a faintly 
lower message cost obtained using an upper threshold set at 55% rather than at 95%.
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Figure 86: Mean messages per successful query (alteration of upper threshold)
A high upper threshold yields a smaller number of successful queries than a low upper 
threshold throughout most of the simulation, although whether this difference is 
significant may depend on the specific application being implemented. A high upper
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threshold produces a significantly higher percentage of successful queries when workload 
nears the total capacity of the ring.
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Figure 87: Percentage of successful queries (alteration of upper threshold)
The value of the upper threshold parameter has a greater impact on lookup cost than the 
lower threshold. Careful setting of the parameter must take place, although the value 
chosen will depend on the likely workload the application will experience and whether 
greater emphasis is placed on the lookup message cost or the query success rate.
Effect of Simultaneous Alteration of Both Thresholds
Having seen the effects of altering both thresholds independently above, in this 
experiment we altered both thresholds simultaneously. The parameters were changed as 
shown in Table 8.
Table 8: Changes to parameters for simulation modifying both thresholds
Lower Threshold 5% /25% /45%
Upper Threshold 95% /75% /55%
The results confirm those from above. The smallest ring size (Figure 88) was achieved 
when the lower threshold was set at 5% and the upper threshold at 95% of node capacity, 
leading on to the lowest lookup cost as shown in Figure 89. Setting the thresholds close 
to 50% led to a larger ring size and higher (and less stable) message costs.
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Figure 88: Number of nodes in rings (alteration of both thresholds)
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Figure 89: Mean messages per successful query (alteration of both thresholds)
The percentage of successful queries is shown in Figure 90. Again, setting the thresholds 
around 50% sees the lowest number of completed queries. For most of the experiment 
there is little difference between setting the thresholds at 25%/75% and 5%/95%. 
However, at some points slightly better performance can be seen by setting them at 
25%/75% rather than 5%/95%, although this would be at the expense of an increase in the 
mean number of messages required to route those queries.
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Figure 90: Percentage of successful queries (alteration of both thresholds)
5.3.2 Target
The target parameter is used as a measure of the ideal workload each node should handle. 
In the following experiment the values of the target parameter were altered as shown in 
Table 9.
Table 9: Changes to parameters for simulation modifying target workload
ROME pâfeamettïrs - ' Z*
Target Workload 5% / 27&6% / 50%
/ 72y^% / 95%
Figure 91 shows that altering the target parameter has an effect on the number of nodes in 
the ring. A higher target leads to a smaller sized ring, although differences between ring 
sizes are minimal through most of the experiment.
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Figure 91: Number of nodes in ring (alteration of target)
This minimal difference between ring sizes leads to almost identical numbers of messages 
being consumed to process queries, as shown in Figure 92. Figure 93 indicates that 
setting a high target is beneficial when workload is reaching its peak. Mostly there is 
little difference in the query success rate achieved using different target values, although 
at times where this is significant, the best percentage of successful queries is gained 
through setting a high target.
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Figure 92: Mean messages per successful query (alteration of target)
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Figure 93: Percentage of successful queries (alteration of target)
5.3.3 Monitoring Interval
ROME suffers from a potential start up problem, in that an extremely small Chord ring is 
highly susceptible to collapsing (meaning routes cannot be found between nodes through 
which to successfully send lookups). A very small ring means that each node holds very 
few unique entries in its tlnger table. In a ring of 4 nodes, for example, each node will 
have only 2 unique entries in the finger table. If both of these nodes pointed to fail before 
the table is updated through stabilization, the node will not be able to forward any 
lookups it receives. Since nodes are regularly added and removed as part of the standard 
ROME processes, this occurrence can be common. Note that Chord is not immune to a 
similar start-up problem, with node joins and failures in small rings also possibly leading 
to ring collapse.
The ROME issue is further amplified by the replace action: Nodes may all
simultaneously invoke a replace action causing the ring to be made up of entirely new
nodes, none of which have any routing information or any way of finding routing
information for any other node. Although theoretically simultaneous replacement of all 
nodes in the ROME enabled ring could happen at any time, probabilistically it is much 
more likely to occur when the ring is very small.
Guarding against this start up problem involves slowing the rate of changes to
membership in the ROME ring to ensure that there is sufficient time for at least a small 
number of finger table entries to remain correct on each node. We enable this through a
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monitoring interval which specifies the minimum time (or number of stabilization runs) 
that must take place on a node between it requesting action.
In this experiment various monitoring intervals were tested (Table 10). The first 750 time 
ticks of the standard simulation (sufficient time for an adequate number of nodes to be 
added to the ring) was repeated 20 times for each monitoring interval to allow the number 
of times the ROME ring collapsed to be evaluated.
Table 10: Changes to parameters for simulation modifying monitoring interval
Monitoring interval None 7 5 /  10 / 15
7 2 0 / 2 5 / 3 0 / 3 5
740 /45  ticks
The percentage of lookups that can be successfully resolved when there is no monitoring 
interval set is plotted for each of the 20 runs in Figure 94. Each line represents one of the 
20 runs. For each of the runs, the lookups successfully resolved stands at under 50%, 
with the majority of runs having success rate of less than 10%. ROME rings recover 
from this percentage of lookup failures only extremely rarely: it would require the correct 
combination of node failure events and ROME actions to occur.
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Figure 94: Percentage of successful lookups without monitoring interval
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Figure 95 shows a set of graphs plotting the percentage of successful lookups in 20 runs 
for differing monitoring intervals (with each line once again representing a run). The 
percentage of these rings believed to have collapsed (less than 80% successful queries) is 
summarised in Table 11.
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Figure 95: Percentage of successful lookups with differing monitoring intervals
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Table 11: Ring collapses with differing monitoring intervals
none 100%
5 ticks 85%
10 ticks 35%
15 ticks 25%
20 ticks 5%
25 ticks 10%
30 ticks 0%
35 ticks 0%
40 ticks 0%
45 ticks 0%
* based on 20 simulation runs
As the figure and table show, increasing the monitoring interval decreases the probability 
of a ROME ring collapsing when it is small. Monitoring intervals above 30 ticks allowed 
all the rings to operate without collapsing in the simulation.
5.3.4 Availability of Replace Action
ROME’S add and remove actions allow ROME to manage the size of the underlying 
Chord ring which is the basis for the message savings that can be achieved. As such, they 
can be seen as core actions without which the entire model would not function.
The replace action has been included in ROME to supplement the add action, allowing 
for the capacity of the ring to be increased without the need to extend the size of the ring. 
ROME is able to function without the presence of the action, although theoretically it 
should allow for smaller rings to be constructed.
In this experiment we show the effect of running ROME both with and without the 
replace action, with a third operation mode where requests by nodes to be replaced are 
denied when there are few nodes left in the node pool.
The simulation parameters changed for this experiment are shown in Table 12, where 
9999999 signifies the replace action as being permanently disabled, -1 that replace is 
permanently enabled and 2 that replace requests are denied when few nodes ar e present in 
the node pool. The par ameter is set at 2 because of way the simulator counts time and the 
stage in the iteration when the check of mean pool node lifetime is car ried out. In reality, 
replace is switched off when the mean lifetime of nodes in the pool is less than 1,
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indicating that there are a shortage of nodes in the pool: Nodes that were available have 
been used and the remaining ones have only joined during that iteration.
Table 12: Changes to parameters for replace availability simulation
1 ROME parameters |
Mean Node Lifetime disable replace 9999999/ -1 / 2
threshold ticks
Figure 96 shows the advantage including the replace action brings to ROME. Without it, 
nodes are added much more quickly to the ring. The high number of ring nodes is 
sustained for longer when network workload is decreased.
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Figure 96: Number of nodes in rings (changes to replace availability)
However, the problem with permanently enabling the replace action is demonstrated in 
Figure 97. Whilst lower lookup message costs are attained at most points in the 
simulation, at the workload peaks of 75% and 100%, the lookup cost rises significantly 
over Chord, with a mean increase of over 1 additional message seen at times at the 100% 
peak. When the replace action is switched off at this point, the lookup cost stays beneath 
that of Chord for almost the entire experiment, allowing the advantages of the replace 
action at other points to be retained.
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Figure 97: Mean messages per successful query (changes to replace availability)
Running ROME without the replace action means ROME does not consume more 
messages to route query than Chord. However, nodes are added to the ring more quickly 
so a query executed when the network workload is at a certain level will consume more 
messages on average than a query executed at the equivalent workload in a ring with 
ROME running the replace action (Figure 98).
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Figure 98: Mean messages per query by workload (changes to replace availability)
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5.3.5 Node Capacity
The performance of ROME is not only affected by the setting of its parameter values, but 
also by external network factors. The first of these we will examine is the variation in 
capacity between network nodes. In this experiment we look at the performance of 
ROME when nodes with different variations of capacity were present in the node pool, 
setting parameters as shown in Table 13. Each node was given a random capacity 
uniformly distributed within the range for that simulation run (1-499, 50-450, 150-350 or 
250 [fixed]).
Table 13: Changes to parameters for simulation modifying node capacity
Param eter
Minimum Node Capacity
Value
1 / 5 0 /  150/250 units
Maximum Node Capacity 499 / 450 / 350 / 250 units
1000-,
1 -499
5 0 -4 5 0
1 5 0 -3 5 0
2 5 0
8 0 0 -
6 0 0 -
Ic 4 0 0 -
200-
0 2000 4 0 0 0 10000 120006 0 0 0 8 0 0 0
tim e
Figure 99: Number of nodes in ring (variation of node capacity)
As Figure 99 shows, high heterogeneity of node capacities [51] causes nodes to be added 
to ring more slowly and removed more quickly than in networks where all nodes have the 
same capacity: The most capable nodes are selected first and nodes with small capacities 
are removed quickly as the workload drops and their workload can be taken on by larger 
nodes. Nodes are added most quickly when they all have the same capacity since no 
replace actions are possible. A similar phenomenon is seen when the replace action is 
switched off deliberately (see section 5.3.4). This is because when there is no capacity
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variation the replace action cannot be performed since there will be no nodes with higher 
capacities with which to replace the current node.
The smaller rings constructed when node capacity is highly heterogeneous leads to 
smaller lookup costs as shown in Figure 100.
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Figure 100: Mean messages per successful query (variation of node capacity)
Less variable node capacities allow for higher query success rates (Figure 101). This is 
because fewer opportunities to execute the replace action exist, meaning fewer changes 
will be made to the ring and thus less finger table entries invalidated.
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Figure 101: Percentage of successful queries (variation of node capacity)
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5.3.6 Churn Rate
The churn rate of a network is a measure of the number of node joins and departures in a 
particular time period. In this experiment we look at the effects that churn has on the 
performance of ROME. Parameters are set as shown in Table 14.
Table 14; Changes to parameters for simulation modifying churn rate
1 Ring/network parameters % |
Node failures per tick 0 / 1 / 5 / 1 0 / 2 0 / 3 0
Node joins per tick 0 /  1 / 5 / 1 0 / 2 0 / 3 0
Figure 102 shows that when there is no churn many nodes remain in the ring. The 
remove action only allows a node to be removed from ring if its successor node can 
support its WL in addition to its own.
1000
2000 4 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 10000 12000
time
Figure 102: Nodes in ring (churn experiment)
In this version of ROME nodes’ Chord IDs are set when they join the ring, based on the 
status of their local environment (workload on their predecessor and successor) at that 
time. There is no concept of changing node IDs so that the node wishing to be removed 
could have its workload supported by a combination of its’ predecessor and successor if 
they could be slightly repositioned to take on the correct amount of key space.
Introducing churn allows the ring size to be smaller. Node failure is not dictated by the 
status of its successor node -  it just leaves. This provides the opportunity for its
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successor to become overloaded, thus potentially triggering a replace action, meaning the 
ring size is reduced by 1 but the workload can still be coped with.
An alternative version of ROME could allow this to happen; If a node wants to be 
removed then we allow it without checking its’ successor can support its workload. 
Alternatively, we could create carefully controlled combinations of actions. For example, 
if a node wants to remove itself it first allows its’ successor to perform a replace in order 
to support its’ workload plus the new workload, then allow the node to be removed. To 
achieve this we may need to introduce waiting times and reservations, which could cause 
complications. However, combinations of actions are a possible topic for future work.
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Figure 103: Mean messages per successful query (churn experiment)
Figure 103 shows how churn rate impacts on the message cost of querying the network. 
Since churn causes changes to be made to the ring and finger table entries to be 
invalidated, lookups can take longer to reach their destination since they are not able to 
follow the most optimal routes. This increases message cost. However, a small amount 
of churn is positive. As discussed above, it allows for smaller ring sizes which can in 
some cases (such as around clock ticks 4500 to 6000) compensate for the increased 
message costs from the churn itself.
As may be expected, higher rates of churn impact significantly on the ability of the 
network to route lookups, as shown in Figure 104. With 30 node joins and failures per 
time tick, over 1 in 5 queries are regularly failing to be successfully processed.
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Figure 104: Percentage of successful queries (churn experiment)
5.4 Alternative Workload Distribution
In order to demonstrate that a ROME-enabled ring is capable of bettering a standard 
Chord ring under different workload conditions, the initial simulation (section 5.2.2) was 
rerun with the linear workload distribution shown in Figure 105.
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Figure 105: Linear workload
The number of nodes in the ROME-enabled ring and the equivalent Chord ring is shown 
in Figure 106. As before, the number of nodes in the ROME-enabled ring roughly 
follows the workload distribution. All nodes have been added to the ring by the time
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network-wide workload reaches 75% of the capacity across all the available nodes. Since 
the rate of change of workload is consistent in the linear distribution without large 
changes near the workload peaks, nodes remain in the ring for longer than in the initial 
experiment after the workload begins to drop off.
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Figure 106: Nodes in ring (linear workload experiment)
Figure 107 plots the mean number of messages consumed processing each successful 
query at various stages throughout the experiment. Message savings can be seen 
throughout the majority of the simulation run, although again there are small fluctuations 
above the message cost in the standard Chord ring just prior to requests to replace nodes 
being denied around click ticks 3500 and 8000. When all nodes are present in the ring 
and replace actions have been denied, message costs are very similar to those of the 
standard Chord ring, as would be expected since both rings contain approximately the 
same number of nodes.
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Figure 107; Mean messages per successful query (linear workload experiment)
The graph showing the percentage of successful queries (Figure 108) is almost identical 
to Figure 77 above. The ROME-enabled ring performs well compared to the Chord ring 
for much of the experiment, apart from at times when very few nodes are present in the 
ring and as a result of the actions taking place when the workload is stable near the end of 
the simulation (clock tick 11000 onwards).
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Figure 108: Percentage of successful queries (linear workload experiment)
As before, maintenance messages (Figure 109) generated for the ROME-enabled ring 
remain below those from the Chord ring throughout the experiment.
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Figure 109: Maintenance messages (linear workload experiment)
ROME appears to respond in a similar manner to linear changes and variable changes of 
workload. In each case the number of nodes in the ROME-enabled ring follows a similar 
trend to the increase/decrease of network-wide workload, showing ROME to be adapting 
the underlying Chord ring in response to workload changes as was forecast.
5.5 Network Size
The experiments above have been run for a network with 1000 available nodes. In this 
experiment we change the number of available nodes (Table 15) to look at how ROME 
operates in different sized networks.
Table 15: Changes to parameters for network size simulation
; Ring/network parameters
Nodes 1000 / 3000 / 5000
Since the random distribution of node capacities is kept the same as in the initial 
experiment, the maximum workload that can be handled by all the nodes is obviously 
greater where more nodes are available. The workload is therefore changed for the 
different number of available nodes as shown in Figure 110, in order to see how each ring 
behaves at maximum workload.
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Figure 110: Workload distribution (network size experiment)
Altering the workload in this way also modifies the rate of change of workload, thus 
allowing us to see scalability of ROME both in terms of number of available nodes and 
increase in workload.
Figure 111 shows the number of nodes in the ROME rings for the different sized 
networks.
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Figure 111: Number of nodes in ring (network size experiment)
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The network with 3000 available nodes behaves similarly to the standard 1000 node 
network seen in previous experiments. However, not all nodes are inserted into the 
ROME ring in the network with 5000 available nodes.
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Figure 112: Number of replace actions (network size experiment)
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Figure 113: Number of add actions (network size experiment)
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Figure 114: Number of remove actions (network size experiment)
Figure 112, Figure 113 and Figure 114 above show the number of replace, add and 
remove actions performed by ROME nodes in each sized network. They reveal that the 
5000 node network behaves similarly to the 3000 node network in terms of volume of add 
and remove actions but many more replace actions are carried out, leading to a smaller 
number of nodes in the 5000 node network ROME ring.
The mean number of messages per successful query is shown for each network in Figure 
115. As would be expected the larger networks consume more messages per query, 
although it should be remembered that they are three and five times larger than the 1000 
available node network. At the workload peak the mean message costs are roughly 
equivalent to the theoretical Chord message costs for a networks of that size 
[‘/2log2(1000)=4.98, i/2log2(3000)=5.78, 161og2(5000)=6.14] and thus the ROME message 
costs are increasing logarithmically with network size.
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Figure 115: Mean messages per successful query (network size experiment)
Figure 116 shows the savings in lookup messages achieved for each sized network, 
compared to an equivalent sized Chord ring (1000, 3000 and 5000 nodes respectively) 
with 500 lookups run each iteration. 250 point moving averages have been used to plot 
the trend lines here rather than the usual 50 points, which gives a broader overview of the 
savings achieved.
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Figure 116: Lookup message savings (network size experiment)
The results are encouraging, in that they show message savings are sustained in the larger 
networks. A higher volume of savings is achieved by the largest network throughout 
most of the experiment. However, a larger cost is incurred using ROME on the largest
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network when the workload is at its peak. As previously argued, ROME was designed to 
be run on networks where node capacity is in excess of workload. Utilising ROME on a 
network where these ar e likely to be equal is not appropriate.
Although the numbers of nodes used in the above experiment aie still small compared 
with realistic large-scale P2P networks, they aie consistent in magnitude with other 
simulations cairied out with Chord [60] and are as large as could be coped with running 
our simulator on a single machine in a realistic tirne-scale. Given how closely the 
simulations carried out in section 5.1.1 follow the theoretical Chord message costs and 
that the results above show message costs to increase logarithmically, it is not 
unreasonable to assume that ROME scales in a similar* manner to the underlying Chord 
protocol in much larger environments.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter we have demonstrated ROME in operation tlir ough a set of simulations 
and experiments. These have shown that ROME functions in the way it was expected to 
in most circumstances.
However, when network-wide workload is close to the sum of capacities of all available 
nodes, ROME can at times produce slightly higher lookup message costs than the 
equivalent Chord ring. Attempts have been made to address this issue by denying replace 
requests when few nodes remain in the bootstrap server’s node pool (section 5.3.4) and 
this has gone a long way to alleviating the problem. It has not been eradicated 
completely, although it could be argued that since ROME has been designed to reduce 
lookup message costs through controlling the size of the underlying Chord ring in 
response to changes in workload, if application developers expected that network 
workload would be near* to available capacity use of ROME would not be appropriate.
Table 16 gives an indication of recommended parameter settings application developers 
could usefully consider* when adopting ROME, based on the experiments in this Chapter*. 
The star red application scenar ios indicate where the usefulness of ROME is questionable.
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Table 16: Recommended parameter settings
Large difference between 
expected workload and ring 
capacity, lookup cost must be 
minimised
Low High Mid
Large difference between 
expected workload and ring 
capacity, loolmp failures must 
be minimised
Low Low Mid
Small difference between 
expected workload and ring 
capacity, lookup cost must be 
minimised *
Low Low Mid
Small difference between 
expected workload and ring 
capacity, lookup failur es must 
be minimised *
High High High
As the aim of this work is primarily to reduce lookup message cost, the general 
recommendation must be that ROME should only be applied to networks where there is 
likely to be a large difference between network workload and node capacity. Nodes 
should be given a low Lower Threshold and a high Upper Thieshold and the Target 
workload should be set towards the middle of the node’s capacity.
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6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis we have presented two models for resoui'ce discovery in P2P networks, 
addressing the research question of whether efficient, fault-tolerant resoui'ce discovery 
can be provided in peer-to-peer networks by controlling construction of the network 
overlay.
Timeline acts as the foundational model, introducing the concept of controlled building of 
the P2P network by creating a timeline of supernodes, only adding a new supernode when 
a new keyword is introduced. By way of an example we demonstrated how Timeline 
could perform more efficiently than Chord, reducing both querying and maintenance 
messages requiied. Although this partially fulfils the requir ements set out in the research 
question, a significant difficulty with the Timeline model is the inflexibility of par ameters 
which must be set before construction is star ted. Knowledge of the eventual size of the 
network is needed in order to maintain lower message counts than other systems. It is 
unusual in P2P environments for this to be possible, therefore limiting the applicability of 
the model.
Having exposed this issue, we have proposed ROME (Reactive Overlay Monitoring and 
Expansion). Rather tlian specifying its own topology, this second model aims to improve 
upon the logarithmic hop counts and maintenance messages of Chord by using Chord 
itself as the starting point. ROME builds upon the principle suggested in Timeline of 
only adding nodes to the network when necessary, and runs in a layer above the Chord 
protocol to control the addition, and removal of nodes in the Chord ring.
Through experimental simulation we have demonstrated how ROME can control the size 
of the Chord ring, so that the available capacity provided by the nodes in the ring is just 
sufficient to manage the workload within the ring. The simulations show that controlled 
construction of the network overlay can provide efficierrt, fault-tolerant resource 
discovery with message cost savings and comparable or better fault tolerance than in an 
equivalent network where nodes ar e permitted to join the overlay at will.
The results gathered show that ROME can be best applied in situations where the sum of 
the capacities of all the nodes wishing to connect to the network is much greater than the 
workload being placed on the network. If these are near the same value, most or all the
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nodes must be added to the underlying Chord ring and therefore ROME provides little 
benefit. In some cases where the workload and capacity are near identical, the increased 
number of changes to the ring caused by ROME’S actions can lead to the message cost of 
lookups exceeding that of a standard Chord ring.
Application developers should consider adoption of ROME in applications where 
workload is likely to be lower than the capacity offered by the connected nodes. An 
obvious example of this is a simple distributed lookup application: A user would need to 
be connected to the network to issue a lookup, thus there aie lilcely to be many machines 
wishing to join the ring (although these can be hosted in the node pool rather than be 
members of the underlying Chord ring). The workload associated with each lookup is 
likely to be low so the total network-wide workload could be handled by a small number 
of machines. Utilising ROME for this application would enable loolaips to be routed in 
less messages than in a standard Chord ring where each machine would have to be a 
member of the ring.
A widely held assumption has been that nodes wishing to pai'ticipate in a Peer-to-Peer 
network immediately join the network. Through this work we have shown that it is 
possible to reduce the message cost associated with a network by controlling the addition 
and removal of nodes to ensure the overlay contains only enough nodes to service the 
current workload. This has implications for the design of future Peer-to-Peer network 
overlays and protocols.
ROME could be used as the foundation for building new classes of application such as 
real-time searching technologies to allow peers to shar e any type of resources or complex 
collaborative applications which take the notion of collaboration further than the existing 
fairly simplistic interactive whiteboard applications [43]. Some work has already been 
done with regard to using ROME to manage a resource sharing network which supports 
contextualised keyword searches [3].
Although ROME has been presented as an optimisation within Peer-to-Peer networks, it 
may also be applicable in other domains such as wireless or ad-hoc networks which have 
a similar property of dyrramic machine joins and leaves as in P2P. Especially where 
networks are made up of low bandwidth connections, the number of hops between points
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on the network need to be minimised. Maximising usage of devices within such 
envir onments would ensure the network (and the investment behind it) is fully utilised.
ROME could also be linked in with a mecharrism supporting High Throughput 
Computing on distributed computing resources. Orre such mechanism is Condor [42], 
which sends a user-submitted job for execution on a remote machine within a pool of 
available machines. This appear s similar to the concept of the node pool on a Bootstr ap 
Server. ROME operations could be developed to run on the remote machine with a 
possible view to utilising add, replace and remove actions to manage the job workload.
There ar e several avenues to pursue in extension of this work. ROME has alr eady been 
extended in one dir ection in collaboration with another PliD student in the Department of 
Computing to produce G-ROME [22] which allows multiple ROME-enabled Chord rings 
to be connected together. Whilst ROME is primarily concerned with minimising ring 
size, G-ROME entrances network scalability. Using G-ROME, nodes can be shared 
amongst different bootstrap server node pools, allowing for the expansion of overloaded 
networks beyond the number of nodes available in their local node pool by ‘^ borrowing” 
nodes fr om other networks.
A current limitation in ROME is the reliance on the single bootstrap server to provide 
node pool services. In addition to the point of failure concern, the server could be seen as 
the “controller” of the network, which will be undesirable for certairr applications. These 
issues carr be relieved by creating multiple bootstrap servers, each of which keeps a node 
pool containing the nodes that registered through it. The nodes communicate with the 
bootstrap server they registered through, requesting actiorrs as in the standard ROME 
model. The problem of a bootstrap server being unable to fulfil an add or replace request 
due to the smaller size of its node pool can be alleviated by linking the bootstrap servers 
together using G-ROME. Rather than using G-ROME to link multiple networks, it could 
be used to link together multiple bootstrap servers all sharing responsibility for control of 
a single ROME-enabled Chord ring.
Another avenue of research is into the actions themselves. Cuirently these take place 
only to manage the volume of workload on the requesting node and only if it will not 
detrimentally impact the node’s predecessor and successor. Combining actions may bring 
greater benefit: For example, a node’s workload may be below its lower threshold but it
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cannot be removed since its successor cannot talce on the remaining workload and keep 
below its upper threshold. If combinations of actions were available, it could be possible 
to seek a more capable replacement for the successor node and then remove the 
underloaded node.
The underlying Peer-to-Peer network protocol used within this work has been Chord. 
However, it is likely that the method of controlled construction of the network overlay 
can lead to message savings in other structured DHT-based Peer-to-Peer networks where 
the lookup cost is proportional to the number of nodes in the overlay. Calculations 
related to placement of new nodes to ensure they take on the correct proportion of 
workload will be more difficult in DHT-based overlays which rely on multi-dimensional 
keyspaces rather than the one-dimensional keyspace found in Chord, but this is merely a 
more complex problem to solve rather than something insurmountable.
It may also be possible to expand the ideas presented in ROME to apply in the domain of 
unstructured P2P networks. However, there are many different issues to be addressed 
before this could be attempted. In unstructured networks there is no concept of keyspace 
and nodes dealing with workload or hosting files relating to their area of keyspace. 
Another form of organisation would need to be implemented or adapted to allow for 
workload to be moved around in these networks so that nodes could take on extra 
workload and under-utilised nodes could be removed from the overlay.
Peer-to-Peer networks are in a collection of technologies that are shifting power towards 
users in what can be viewed as the démocratisation of the Internet. They bring new 
challenges to stakeholders, whether they be ISPs, network administrators, developers or 
end users. However, they also bring new opportunities to produce applications not 
possible in the traditional client/server based Internet environment. In the future we may 
see P2P combined with emerging technologies such as wikis, podcasts, semantic web, 
application service providers and others, allowing for evermore exciting advances. 
However, all these applications will rely on the underlying network overlay at the 
application layer. The work in this thesis presents a possible extension to this base 
service, allowing more efficient lookups to take place in structured DHT-based networks. 
Other topologies will doubtless be developed in the friture, but the idea of controlled 
construction of the network overlay leading to reduced messaging costs where these are 
proportional to network size will remain.
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